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ABSTRACT

This monograph looks at the peacetime dimension of the
navy's role in national security policy. While much is written and said
about the role of the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) in the defence of
Australia, discussion usually qoncentrates. on the navy's military
functiory and the study of its other two functions, policing and
diplomacy, has in the Australian context received little academic
interest. Yet these are the functio4s that have preoccupied the navy
over the last two or three decades and have the potential to draw on
more of its resourc€s in the future.

This study begins with a brief introduction that provides an
insight into the conceptual basis behind security policy, and the
contribution of maritime strategy and the capabilities of the navy to
national security. Discubsion of the navy's peacetime functions falls
into two parts. The first part looks at the unique features of Australia's
geostrategic setting and the importance of its maritime surrounds and
resources, on which the growing significance of the navy's
constabulary function is based. The second part looks at Australia's
broader strategic environment, highlighting the maritime nature of its
region of primary strategic interest, and the issues that are developing
in the region which impact on Australian security. This part discusses
the diplomatic function of the navy, or what has been called the
politico-military dimension of security poliry, and demonstrates that
the navy has been playing a very significant part in helping to promote
a stable regional strategic environment.

It is argued that there will be even greater need for the RAN to
conduct ib policing and diplomatic functions in the future, and
consequently the navy will make a larger call on the resources
allocated to national security in order to fulfil its strategic role.
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CHAPTER 1

THE NA\ry AND NATIONAL SECURITY
POLICY

My concern is that the naval profession needs to focus on why
it exists and for what purposes. It is essential for the Navy to
play an integral part in the development of the maritime
strategies which will be required as a contribution to our
overall defence and security postures.

Kim Beazleyl

The history of rnankind suggests that no nation can afford to
ignore a fundamental responsibility to allocate some of its national
resources to maintaining its physical integrity and sovereignty. In the
Australian context this has been articulated in defence poliry
statements, firstly as an expectation by the populace that Australia will
be able to defend itself and secondly as recognising the government's
responsibility for ensuring security.2 Government policy, in a more
encompa.ssing security context, has now come to realise that while
'protecting Australia's securi$r' means, in specifically military terms,
having the capability to deter, and if necessary defeat, an aggressor, in
broader external policy terms it means acting, through many different
policy instruments, to maintain a positive security and strategic
environment in Australia's region.3

This, most importantly, recognises that security involves the
military, as an instrument of national poliry, acting in more than a
purely military role. Australian security policy now reflects the views
of many overseas scholars that, at least in respect to maritime or naval

Kim Beazley, The Developmmt of Australian Maritime Strategy' i^ Sclzctcd
Spcclns 7985-7989 by tlu Hon. Kim C. ktzJey, MP, Minista fu Dy'zncz (Department
of Defmce, Canberra, 1989), p,1&{.
Thc Dcfeft. $ Austrelie 1987, I'reented to Parliarnent by the Minister for Defence
the Honourable Kim C Brlazley, M.P., March 1987 (Departmmt of Defence,
Canberra, 198fl, preface and para.E.l.
Austrdb's RegbruI Sccutity, Ministerial Statement by Senator the Honourable
Gareth Evans QC, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Tradq December 1989
(Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, C-anberra, 1989), para.4.
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forces, there exists a trinity of functions: military, diplonratic and
policing.a Yet the importance of the navy in exercising the later two
of these functions - in protecting maritime sovereignty and in working
towards the maintenance of a positive security and strategic
envircnment in Australia's region - has _not received the degree of
academic interest that it perhaPs warrants.5

This shrdy is an attempt to fill that gap and to present the case

for the two non-warfighting functions of the naqy being important to
national security poltcy and especially to the rnaintenance of a positive
security and strategic environment in Australia's region. It will entail
some disorssionof:
o key national and strategic interests and the changing nature of

the strategic environmen$

' the role played by the navy in peacetime sunreillance and
rnaritirne resource security; and

t the use of the navy in maintaining a positive security and
strategic environment in Australia's regiory including the part
it has to play in confidence building and in fostering regional
cooperation and collaboration.

The Concept of Security

S€curity has long meant npre than the mere protection of
sovereign territory from armed attack or the threat of armed attack. It
also implies the ability to preclude external intimidation of national
instihrtions and the community at large, freedom of rmvernent for
both people and commerce and the extension of national values into
the broader global community.6 Increasingly, political leaders and

4 Thoe are all covered in the work of conteurporary writers oar maritine strategy,
although the m6t authoritative study would still appear to be that of Ken Booth,

- NrcirsndFoftignPdkry G|o,lnes&Meier,NewYork l!I79)'t Althdgh thrc lorrzril af lh. Ar.st/albn Naul Institub and the *fcl,e ktu latnul
carry rddea hmr 6me to time qr such issues (usually the poduct of selvioe staff
oUege studelrt papers) there is little else in the wider publk domain. Vice
Admfr.l Miclrad Hudson, 'RAN Addeving lts Amt[tious C*r,b', Prcift Dcfru.
Reprlct,lrloverrber f986, pp.f f-16 articulated some of these issu€, end the work
of the RAN'I Maritime 9tudieo Progam, wlridr he initiaH" lo slowly hdpng to

. Fmrote e wider undcrstanding wtthin the naval conrmunity.o Henry Albinsld, Tlu Austrdien-hnaint Sccrtrity Rfutioaship: A kgknal .rttl
Intitutiottd Pcttptix (University of Queensland Pres, Brisbane, l9J2l,p2.
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policy makers are recognising the multidimensional nature of security,
especially with repect to national economic and social well-being.
Environmental and health issues, narcotics and unregulated
population flows all impinge on national security policy.T The
international nature of some of these issues suggests that a multilateral
rather than a unilateral approach is a more complete way of solving
them and leads to the concept of collective or corunon security.

Additionally, the policy inshuments available to government
to protect national security interests go beyond those that are purely
military in nahrre and include politico-military capability, diplomacy,
economic links, development assistance, non-military threat assistance
and the exchange of people and ideas.u

Allocation of Resources to National Sec'uifu

One of the obiectives of any goverrunent is to secure the
continued well-being of its country's citizens. In achieving this, the
political leaders have to consider the question of the allocation of
national resources. These are finite resources that are subiect to cyclical
fluctuations and competing demands. They cannot be typified in
monetary terms only, but must also take into consideration such other
factors as national population (including the skill base), technological
and scientific development, industrial and natural resources.

In the Ausbalian context, the government organisations that
have responsibility for security have to compete not just among
themselves for resources but in the bigger picture with other national
priorities such as health, education and social security. It follows, then,
that the allocation of resources to one particular policy instrument will
require society to forego the alternate uses to which those resources
may have been put. In a democratic society like Australia this requires
a particular policy instrument, or arrn of the goverrunent, to win
public support for its role in pursuing national policy. This role is
sometimes labelled the strategic concePt of the particular organisation
and for a military service is a fundamental element of its existence. It
is, in its most basic sense, a description of how, when and where the
particular military organisation expects to play its part in the security

7 A*nalia's concerns with such issues are reasonably well covered in Australia's
Regiotul Security.
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of the nation. It also serves as an instrument unifying the organisation
towards the achievement of some goal of national Policy.g

ThcNaoy's Sharc of National Resources

The RAN has been one ann of Australia's military forces that
has been drawing on national resourc€s to fulfil its role in
implementing national security policy since 1911.10 Ttre share of
reeources that the goverrunent of the day has been willing to commit
to military forces, and to the navy in particular, has varied
considerably over that period. One naval historian has suggested that
Australian naval development has been characterised by cycles of
progress and decline. The progress was initially prompted by
involvement in two world wars and more lately, in the 1960s and
presently, by an emerging sense of nationalism and a growing
perception of the importance of the maritime environment in
Australia's shategic outlook.l I

A more thorough analysis would suggest that the first naval
build-up, before the First World War, was also associated with a
growing sense of nationalism that had emerged from Federation.
Alfred Deakin, a political leader who ably articulated Ausbalia's
unique strategic position, assisted by a very proficient naval leader in
Captain W.R. Geswell, managed to turn the tide of public opinion
towards support for a strong and independent Australian naval
force.l2 This was followed in the early twenties by further expansion,
that would appear to have parallelled a sense of national
independenc€ apparent in Australia immediately following the end of
the First World War. Subsequently, the navy's declining share of
national resources in the 1930s can in many ways be aftributed to fiscal

6
9

t0

ll

12

ibid., para.56.
Samuel P. Huntington, National Policy and the Transoeanic Navy', Unibil Steles
Naa,I Institub Pwzdings,May 1954, p.483.
This date is only significant in that it was not until October 1911 that His Malsty
the King approved the title Royal Aushalian Navy. Navd fore had been
drawing on national resources (those of the colonial governments) since 1851.
Lieutenant T.R Frame, 'A Navy Grown up and on lts O$m', Unitctl Stabs NaaI
Institrl'b Ptuelings, Mardr 1989, pp.l l&l 19.
Peter Firkins, Of Neutilus a'l/l Eagla: History of tln Royol Ausbelbn Naty
(Hutchinson, Melbourne, 1983) and I.A. ta Nutze, Alfreil Dakin: A BWprV
(A"Sus & Robertson, Sydney, 1979) give a good historical ovenriew of the early
development of the RAN.
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pressures and the economic conditions associated with a world
depression, pressures still being felt as the Second World War loomed.

During times of actual hostilities in which Australia has been
involved, it has tended to be the army that has been allocated by far
the greater part of national resources in pursuing national security
policy.t3 This in part may be attributed to security policies that relied
heavily on the strategic umbrella provided by great and powerful
friends,l4 which resulted in what one military scholar has called the
'expeditionary force mentality',ls the proclivity to send large numbers
of young Ausbalians off to fight land battles on foreign soil as part of
allied forces. Another sometimes overlooked constraint in naval
expansion is the fact that the acquiring, manning and workingJp to
operational standards of naval asse6 is a lengthy activity.l5 The
development of a more self-reliant security policy since the early 1970s

has again seen an increase in national resources devoted towards
maritime forces as a prime arm of national security policy. This
suggests that Australia has adopted a maritime strategy as part of that
self-reliance.

Shategy and National Security Policy

In its most elemental sense, shategy is a plan of action, the use

of means to attain ends. Its substance derives from the identification,
analysis and achievement of appropriate objectives; the possession of
appropriate means or power to achieve the obiectives; and a scheme or
plan to use those means to achieve the desired policy outcome.
Strategy is ultimately a concept of comprehensive conhol, and the
obiect of strategy is to achieve some form of control or influence over

Anthony Bergin and Hugh Smith, 'Public Perceptions of the Army' in David
Horner (ed.), Reshaping thc Australian Army: Chalbnges for tlu 1990s, Canberra
Papers on Sbategy and Defence No.Z (Strategic and Defence Shrdies Cenhe,
Australian National University, Canberra, 1991), p.203.

There have been a number of shrdies done on this subiect, but perhape the best
two are H.L. Hall, Englanil end Australia: A Study in Imperial Rclations ([.ongmans,

london, 193) and N. Harper, A Creat arul Pounrful Frienil: A Stuity of Australien
Atturicea Relatlms benxen 7900 anil 1975 (University of Queensland Press,
Brisbane, l9EZ).
feffrey Grey, A Militrlry History of Austtalia (Cambridge University hess,
Cambridge, 19fi),p.M.
Hudson,'RAN Achieving Ib Ambitious C-oals', p.13.

l4

l5

16
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areas and situations, in order to produce the desired effecb in
accordance with the goals of policy.tz

In terms of national security policy, stratqly involves the
identification and analysis of what needs to be secured and of what
nesources are available to achieve the security obiectives, and
ultimately the plan of action to use those resources to achieve the
desired level of security. Security obiectives are to a large extent
governed by geography. Australia is a nation surrounded by water
with an increasing reliance on the seas for its economic development
and prosperity. More importantly, it is a nation among many that exist
in a primarily maritime environment and whose individual and
collective security are intrinsically linked to matters maritime. This
surely dictates that a strategy in support of national security policy, in
the Australian context, must be maritime in nature.

Maitine Strategy

The acceptance that the object of war is not simply the
destruction of the enemy's military force, but is more the achievement
of a specific political objective, is the basis on which the theories and
understanding of the concept of sea power and ultimately rnaritime
strategy have wolved. Beginning with the American Alfred Thayer
Mahan and his work, Thelnfluenceof SeaPowa upnHbtory,l'560-7783,
and continuing down through the work of a number of maritime
scholars to its current application to the concept of maritinre power,
maritime strategy recognises two obiectives: influence and control.
The former is primarily concerned with the creation and maintenance
of a favourable strategic environment, the secrond with exercising
positive control over that environment, should the need arise.l8
Further, maritime strategy is a military strategy that applies equally in
times of war and peac€.

B. Mitdfell Simpson III, ffu Dcoe@rrcnt $ NauI Thought: Essays by HcrH Rmirrs*J
(United States Naval War College, Newporf 7W), pp.irr-ix.
See Hudson, 'RAlrI Achieving lts Ambitious C,oals', for a firller discussion of this.

t7

16
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Maritime Poutq
The obiect of maritime power is to guarantee the use of the

sea, and particularly of that part of the sea which is fundamental to
national sovereignty. It allows for the passage of goods and people, for
exploitation of the resources of the maritime environment, and
ultimately for the safe passage of military forces. These are the ends or
national obiectives and navies are a major component of the means of
achieving these objectives. In this sense, navies have historically been
seen as being able to exercise a trinity of functions to achieve the
objectives of national security policy: military, diplomatic and
pnlicing; together they constitute the exercise of naval power by the
nation.l9

These functions, however, do not exist in isolation.
Collectively they provide the state with a continuum of naval missions
and capabilities required to deal with the security of its own
sovereignty and its maritime interests. This is the approach of one
scholar, who has argued that not only must the missions be seen as
independent of the type and level of hardware, but also that all
missions must be addressed, as the'whole philosophy of a continuum
would be nullified if any gaps were allowed'. The missions, as
defined, have both physical and psychological components and fit
basically into Booth's defined functions. The first two correlate to the
diplomatic and policing functions, and consist of the utility of navies
in the diplomatic arerur, with an underlying premise that the trappings
of diplomacy make all states qual (maritime diplonucy missbn); and
the establishment of authority over the state's nautical domain, with a
psychological complement of establishing a maritime presence (ilomain

ruintenance mbsioil. The second group correlate with the military
function, and consist of the exercise of positive or negative control
over nautical activities in a specified body of water (sa control and sa
ilenial); the provision of naval capabilities as a physical barrier that
must be crossed, so as to establish the fact of aggression and its level
(su tipwird; and a psychological component to the above, which
stems from having the capability and will to conduct those missions
(nautical ileterrencel- Finally, the ability to proiect lx)wer, either

19 Booth, Naaizs orrril Foeign Policies,p.75.
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offensively or defensively in support of the other missiot's (powo

yojection\.20

While the military function, the ability to take comrnand of the
sea, to deter and if necessary defeat an aggressor, is the one most
focused on by naval strategists and poliry makers when articulating a

navy's reason for existence, it is the diplomatic and policing functions

thaf have tended, over the last three decades, to be prominent in the
Australian governnent's use of the navy as an instrument of national
security policy. This reflects the fact that the specific warfighting
capabiiities of the navy do not edst in isolation and that all naval
haldware (personnel, infrastructure and ships) is useful in pursuing
national security policy by other means. In respect of the missions
detailed above, this approach recognises that, in essence, the missions
(the subiective output) are interdependent, not only on each other but
also on a conunon hub or core, which is the naval hardware (the

obiective output) of naval power.2l

Maritime Power of course is much more than naval power or
sea powerP and equates to a country's complete ability to make use of
the sea to achieve national economic, security and other goals. For

Australia it not only provides a concePtual basis for naval Power or
military sea powerp but also reflects the importance of the maritime
interesls and the maritime environment to national security. It blends
together the common ground between the nation's maritime interests
(maritime claims, offshore territories, offshore resources, seaborne

trade) and maritime indushies (shipping, fishing, shipbuilding,
offshore oil and gas, marine tourism) and the contribution of all ADF

HJ. Keanley, 'Rethinking Maritime Power Theory', Conpratiu Sttetegy'Yol,ll'
No2, l99t pp2(F205.
ibid
Eric Grove, Thc Futute of *a Ponpr (United States Naval Institute hess, Annapolis,
19O), p'p31Q quite rightly points out that sea Power mearu differmt thingp to
differmi peoplet and thaf some of the old conepts, for example that whidr
equated freai sea power with having both a shong naval lleet and a large
merdrant fleet, are no longer applicable.
In the Australian context this has to be split because military maritime power
must embrace not only naval forces, but also maritime air capabilities, and land
forces that operate in the maritime arena. This is not necessary for larger powers,
where these capabilities are more overtly recognised as omponmt parts of naval

Power.

20

2l
x2
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capabilities to Australian maritime operations.24 Ultimately, it
provides a means to achieve many of the obiectives across the full
spectrum of multidimensional security - to achieve conurlon or
collective security obiectives in the largely maritimedominated region
in which geography has placed Australia.

In this respect, this study focuses on some less articulated
reasons that have perhaps justified the navy's past and present call
upon national resources to support its role in national security during
peacetime and, more importantly, can justify the navy receiving a

greater share of those resources in the future. It draws together the
geostrategic realities that are helping to focus policy attention on the
maritime environment and the need for a maritime strategy in pursuit
of Australia's security needs. Significantly, it attempts to explain the
importance of the navy in regional security policy in the politico-
military dimension, and the part naval capabilities play in the interface
between diplomacy and defence policy.

The study is in two parts, and essentially covers the navy's
particular peacetime functions: firstly the constabulary function, which
it exercises in home waters, and secondly the diplomatic functiory
which it exercises out to and sometimes beyond the limits of
Australia's articulated area of primary shategic interest. It highlights
the diversity and changing nature of the strategic environment in
which security policy is set and in so doing illustrates the scope of the
task facing security poliry makers in peacetime. Chapters 2 and 3

examine those interests that make the maritime environment so
important to national well-being and the navy's role in safeguarding
sovereignty in Aushalian waters. Chapters 4 and 5 look at the nation's
strategic interests further afield, and the part played by the navy in
promoting a positive strategic environment.

W.S.G. Bateman and R.I. Sherwoo4 Pincipbs of Australian Meritittu OPaations,
SDSC Working Paper No.255 (Strategic and Defence Studies Cenhe, Australian
National University, Canberra,'1992), p.3.



CHAPTER 2

AUSTRALIA'S MARITIME SOVEREIGNTY
AND INTERESTS

When the Iaw of the Sea comes into effect, Australia may
chose to declare an Exclusive Economic Tnne (EFZ), whidr
will vastly increase its already large .uea of marine
sovereignty and give it access to the potential of a marine area

as large as or larger than ib land area. Half of the national
territory will be sea.l

Australia's geoshategic setting is distinctly maritime in
nature. An island continent lying between three great oceans of the
world, the Pacific, the Indian and the Southern, the nation has a long
history of reliance upon the sea for its development. While providing a
natural security barrier, the oceans that sunound the continent also
impact directly on the climate, the economy and lifestyle of some 80

per cent of the nation's population who live on its nalrow coastal
fringe.2 Demands for increased utilisation of fisheries resources, the
need to find new oil and gas reserves and the part played by the seas

as rnaritime highways, all impinge on the well-being of the nation.
Marine industries also provide excellent opportunities for future
economic development.3

Australia's maritime interests must by their very nature
comprise those where an issue of Australian sovereignty is involved -
maritime space, offshore territories and marine resources (both in and
beneath the sea), seaborne trade, marine industries and transit rights.
Offshore resources naturally are both sovereign and economic
interests. Failure to apply adequate resources to the safeguarding of

I O" nt q Wcttrh?, A Report by the Review C-ommittee on Marine Industries,
Science and Technology (Aushalian Government Publishing Service, Canberra,

^ 1989),p.3.z Australb's Capbililies in Maine Sciencc anil Tedndogy: An Oeroiao, Australian
Marine Science and Technology Profect, CSIRO (Australian Cnvernment

^ R$lishing Service, Canbena, l9U9),p.2.5 Ocans q Wulth? (p.3) notes that'marine industries are already worth more than
$16 billion annually, and approximately $4.5 billion in grcs export income'.
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these interests can only result in a diminution of Australian
sovereignty.a

Maritime Space

Maitime Clains
Australia's sovereign land territory includes mainland

Australia, Tasnrania, adjacent islands and island territories, which
stretch far out into the three oceans that surround the continent.
Australia is also entitled to lay sovereign claims (to varying degrees)
over the immediate oceans that surround those land territories. Since
1990, Australia has claimed a 12 nm territorial sea.5 With respect to
living resources, Australia first moved to assert its daims with the
Fishrries Act 7968,, and the establishment of a 12 nm Declared Fishing
Zone (DFZ), which also required the activities of foreign fishing
vessels within that zone to be licensed.5 Further impetus came with
the Continental Shelf Giaing Resourca) Act 7968 (amended in 1976),
which extended the control of sedentary marine life to the limit of the
continental shelf or the 100 fathom contour, and the declaration of the
Australian Fishing 7-one (AFZ) in November 7979 extended control
over swimming fish to 200 nm.

Finally, on 1 August 1994 the Maitime Legislation Amendment
Act 1994 carne into force, thus extending Australia's claims in
accordance with the United Nations Convention on the Iaw of the Sea
(UNCLOS), effectively converting the AFZ to a 200 ryn pFZ, and
conferring on Australia rights and responsibilities to manage all
resources whether living or inert in the water column out to the limit
of that zone. The decision to adopt the UNCLOS 1982 definition of the
continental shelf has the potential to extend Australia's claims to non-
living resources to 350 nm on sections of the south-east, south and

Anthony S. Bergin, 'Coastal Surveillance Policy for Australia' , Part 4, Prcific Dcfuce
Rcprtcr, Mardr 1 980, p.91.
Commoruteelth Cazette,No.S2g7 of 13 Noveurber 1990.
This would appear to have got its impetus from oncerns over foreigt fishing
activiHes in what rdere seen as Aushalian waterc. See the Minister for Primary
Indushy's response to a question on extending the exclusive fishing zone to 12 nm,
Hanxril, House of Representatives, Vo1.52,30 August 796,p.574.
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12 Thc Navy anil Natiotul Saurity: The Pucetime Dimansion

west coasts and around Heard and Macquarie islands.T The size of
such a zone is a liftle under 12 million square kilometres, making it 50
per cent large" than the land area of Australia and potentially the
largest maritime claim, under such a regime, in the world.E

The Act also creates a 24 nm contiguous zone, which
'enharrcels] the enforcement of Australian laws covering customs,
immigratiorl quarantine and fiscal matters'.9 Any illegal activity
within these maritime zones or in the vicinity of offshore territories
would be considered inimical to Australia's sovereign interests, and
the absence of an adequate surveillance and enforcement regime
would rnake any laws covering the maritinre daims ineffective.

Marititttc Boundafies

Aushalia has rnaritirne boundaries with Papua New Guinea,
Indonesia, New Zealand, Solomon Islands and France. Australia has
been moving to resolve any disputed boundaries with its neighbours,
by means of treaties and agreements. The most significant of these is
the Timor Gap Treaty with Indonesi4 which has proved an innovative
way of solving a disputed boundary problem and ultimately provides
for pint developrnent and, more importantly, the irint security and
cooperation that it will inevitably foster.lo

Environmental Interests

Australians are starting to recognise the importance of the
maritime environment to issues such as global weather pafterns and
the important role played by the oceans as the great unifiers of the
pfanef The Australian government recognises that'no country acting
alone can protect or manage the ocrans' and that there is a need to

4lfto1y Bergin, €urrmt Legal Developments: Australia',Intenturtttlurl loutr,tct of
Fsllrlrbu ead &stel l-ew, YoL7, No2, May 1992, pp.l2}l26.
!.l{1 Symoqds and J.B. Wilcox, AusEalia's Petroleurn Potential in Areas beyond an
Exdusive Eonomic Zrrle', BMR lwrnal of Australiaa Ga/logy oul @rysics,Vol.lt, 1989, p.14.
l6d-,p.727.
Fc indepth dlscrrsion on this see Anthony Bergin, The Australiarrlndonesian
I+g_$f Maritime Boundary Agreenrent', Intcnutioul lowr,al q Eshtrlrirc Lew,
Vol.S, No.4 190.
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Australia's Maritime Sooereignty anil Interats 13

pursue effective international nreasures aimed at their protection.ll
Studies conducted in Australia, with respect to the effects of global
weather patterns on economic outcomes, have led to a greater
understanding of the need to devote more attention to the study of
weather patterns in adiacent ocsrns and to improve predictive services
to allow more effective reaction to adverse weather.l2 In addition
there is the need to gather data on the effects on the marine
environment of both land- and marinesourced pollution, as well as

the effects of increased use, either in exploration and exploitation of
marine resources or through activities associated with marine tourism.

The Great Barrier Reef, extending from C-ape York to Fraser
Island, has World Heritage listing, which brings with it certain
obligations with respect to its protection and management. Australians
have for some time recognised the importance of this unique natural
ecosystem and in 1975 the Commonwealth passed the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Act, which established the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park Authority, responsible for the provision of conservation and
reasonable use of the Great Barrier Reef.13 The authority has few
surveillance or enforcement resources of its own and the navy has

played an ongoing role since the mid-1970s in supporting the authority
with its task.

The collection and monitoring of maritime environmental data
is both resource-intensive and a long-lead-time activity. Yet the maior
task would still seem to be the collection of accurate information on
environmental conditions and resources to enable informed decisions
to be rnade on the management of the marine environment.l4 With
their inherent capabilities to collect data and their extensive time at
sea, navies can contribute significantly to this task.ls

Our C-ountry Atr Future,Statement on the Environment by The Hon. RJ.L, Hawke,
AC hime Ministet of Australia, July 1989 (Aushalian Governmmt Publishing
Service, C-anbena, 19891, p 24.
B.N. Primrose, 'The Sea as a Resource' in Ausbalb's Offslwre lvhrititttc Intaests,
Occasional Papers in Maritime Affairs: 3 (Aushalian Cmtre for Maritime Shrdies,
Canberra, 1985), p.4.
Richard Kendringtor; 'Protection and Sustainable Use of Marine Environments
and Reeoure', Mnitinu Studbs,Yol.72, September/October 1993, p3.
Ow &untry Ar Future,p.l7.
Gwyn hins, The United Nations and PeaceKeeping in the Pct4old War World:
The Case for Naval Power', Bnlbtin of Peece Proryls, Vol22, No.Z lune 191,
p.15,4.
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Maritime Economic Interests

Offshore Oil end Gas

Australia has a significant dependence on offthore oil and gas.

Largely due to new finds on the North-West Shelf and in the Timor
Seai sitf-sufficiency has been maintained at about 90 Per cent.16
Forecasts by the Bureau of Mineral Resources for the Perid 199G'2005

suggest that the curent level of self-sufficienry can be rnaintained
proviaea Austalia continues to benefit from new discoveries,lT and'...
the general consensus remains that the best prospects for large oil
discoveries lie offshore'.l8

Significant economic benefits also accme from the export
dollars earned by other non-living marine resources. More than $A5
billion has been invested in developing the oil and natural gas field of
the North-West Shelf, and it is estimated that a further $ATbillion will
be spent on new fields and associated facilities in the next few yeani.
As noted by one purnalist, 'natural gas is the big suctess story, with
shipments of liquefied natural gas to fapan rising rapidly'.le Although
to date there has been no need to monitor and control shipping near
these new oil and gas platforms, experience from the 1970s in Bass

Strait suggests that this may become necessary in the future, as traffic
density increases. The vulnerability of the platforms to terrorist attack
has for long been a recognised difficulty in ensuring the security of
offshore oil installations,20 and protection against such attacks would
inevitably involve a naval component of the ADF.2I

Pctmlcum Cflt r., 1992 1 2, p 3.
tsilliqrs Are the lGy to Adrieving Expecta liorls', Pcttolatm C*rzctt , 199014, p3.
Department of hinary Indusdes and Energy, Atwul Rcprt 78XL7997
(Ausbalian C'overnmmt Publishing Service, C-anberra, 19971, p37.
f. Mdwraith,'Lower Dollar to Make Sector Lindrpin of WA Recovery', Austtelbn,
fTAugrrst 1992,p28.
More Shipo and Men to Guard Oil Platforrrs', Neu *intist,25 July 1978, p.16E.
Significantly, ore of the recommmdations of the 8c'oi.to af Austmlb's Dcftrc2
C-apobilitbs was not to use defence funds to acquire or op€rate helicopters for
offshore ounter-terrorist operations. * Rmi.,u of Austnlb's Dcfctrcc Qrybitities,
Report to the Mlnister for Defene by Mr Paul Dibb (Aushalian e,overnm€nt
PuHishing Servicq Canb€rra, f![6), p.20.
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Fislwies
In terms of being a valued contributor to Australia's economic

production, the fisheries industry was a late starter. It has only been
within the last 20 years that the industry has developed, and as late as

1982 there was expressed scepticism about industry statistics.Z
Nevertheless, from those available, it would appear to have grown
from an industry worth $A73 million in 1971 to one worth more than
$A1.4 billioninTg2/93, contributing $A1.1 billion to export incomeP
ranked as the fifth largest rural export earner in dollar terms and
employing sorne 25,000 Australians.24 Recently, however, improved
nvrnagement techniques and data collection have suggestd that
known fish resources are at or near full exploitatiory with sorne being
over-exploited.25

Australia has an obligation under UNCLOS to allow foreign
nations access to resources (that are surplus to domestic requirements)
within the AFZ, provided such access does not conflict with Australian
rranagement and development obiectives. It would appear that any
decline in exploitable stock or expansion of the local industry must be
at the expense of foreign fishing conc€lns, which could increase illegal
activities.

Even comprehensive licensing procedures do not preclude the
need to remain vigilant in the AFZ. Experience suggests that the use of
aerial surveillance and surface response vessels is necessary to keep
the volume of illegal fishing at acceptably low levels.25

Dclaclottcrrt of tlu Australian Fishing Inilustry, Report by the Senate Standing
Committee on Trade and Commerce (Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canberra, 1982), p.115.
AusFalian Fbherics Statistics 1993 (Aushalian Bureau of Agrictrltural and Resource
Economics, C-anberra, I 993).
P'r,ckglollirul Eishabs Statistics, Fisheries Paper 91/6 (Department of himary
lndustries and Energy, Canberra, 1991), pp.618.
Deparhrent of Primary Industries and Energy, Annual Reprt 79901997
(Australian Covernment Publishing Service, Canberra, l99l), p.57,
Kim C Beazley, A Rnieut of Australb's Peacctinu C-ustal Suruillancc enil Protectiorr
Antngetcnts (Australian C'overnmmt Publishing Service, Canberra, 1984),
recommendations para. 25.
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SeabomeTtailc

Both qoastal and overseas maritime oonunerce are substantial
national interests for Australia. By international standards, Australia is
a rnairr shipping natioru especially in terms of cargoe loaded and
discharyed. In 1989/90 there were 15,130 shipping rnovements in
Australia moving 314t68,000 DWT of overseas caqgo and M,994,ffi
DWT of coastal cargo. This compared to orfy 354,795 tonnes rnoved
by ar.27

Crude petroleum and refined peboleum products cromprise
approximately 40 per cent of seaborne imports in terms of tonnage.a
This is also significant for coastal shipping, which is regarded by the
transportation industry as the only practical mode of transport for
moving almost 17 million tonnes of crude petroleum products around
Australia each year.29 Shipping movenrenb of potentially
envircnmentally damaging producb demand a comprehensive range
of maritime safe$ measures, which include the provision of adequate
charts and, if necessary, rreasunes to monitor and control shipping
movements. To date, Australia has been fortunate in that there has
been only one mairr oil spill (more than 1000 tonnes). This was from
tlre Ocunic Granilanr, which grounded in Torres Strait in 197Q spilling
200 tonnes of crude oil. Yet since 1981 there have been 32 recorded
incidenb of grounding or collision on the Australian coast.30
Additionally, Australia has an international obligation for the
cmrdination of maritime search and rescue in an area covering more
than one-ninth of the world's surface.3l The navy has traditionally
actepted a responsibility to make assets available to other government
organisations to assist in search and rerue operations when required.

n
28

29

Yat fuk Austrl,lb 1992 (Aushalian Bureau of Statistics, C-anberra, lW2), pp,429.
425.
ShipVing erul Air C-ergo Conntollity Stttistb Attstralie,798990 (Awtrallan Bureau of
Stadsdcs, Canberra, l9O).
Directorate of Naval Force Development, Departrrent of Defme (lrlavy Office),
Tru RDL end Implena q Cnstel Shipping in Arotrelie: A Dcfaac Pctsptiw
(D?artm€nt of Defene, Canberra, 1985).
Figurea rupplted by Marine lnveetigation Unit, Deparh€nt of Transport and
C-ommuntcation s, lg9l.
Ship fi Shelrr;: Itqtiry iato Srr;tp hQty, Report from the Flotrse of Repreaentadvee
Shndlng C-onrmittee on Transport, Corrmunications and Infrastructure
(Aushalian Covernmmt Pubtshing Service, Canberra, 1992), p.5.

30
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Tourism anilReeeation
An aspect of Australia's maritime environment not often

ignored, but perhaps taken for granted, is the vital part it plays in
promoting tourism and in providing recreation. It is estimated that in
79n/89 tourism provided employment for nearly 6 per cent of the
workforce and earned $A6.2 billion in foreign exchange.32 Tourism
development during the 1980s (much of it along the Australian coast)
created over 100,000 new jobsp many of them connected to activities
in the maritime environment.34

Additionally, many Australians use the sea for recreation.
Accurate figures on the number of recreational marine craft are
difficult to ascertairy although the Department of Transport estimates
that there are probably more than 450,000 private recreational craft in
Australia and that about 40 per cent of these are capable of passage
outside protected coastal waters.35 Significantly, in the first six months
of "1,997, pleasure craft accounted for 32 per cent of search and rescue
incidents that necessitated search activi5r.36

It must be assumed that Australians will expect to be able to
enioy their maritime environs free from marine pollution and with an
expectation that if they find themselves in difficulty, one or another
governnent agency will come to their assistance.

Future Prospects

Australia's maritime interests are likely to grow substantially
as the nation moves towards the twenty-first century. Resource
pressures on land have, for more than a decade, been increasingly
focusing attention on the largely untapped potential of the world's
oceans.37 Technological advances in many fields are making feasible a

Yeer Bm,k Australia7997 (Austsalian Bureau of Statistics, C:nberra,7991),p3%.
ibid.
Ocansof WeaIth?,p34.
W.A.G. Dovers, C-ontrolling Cioil Marititttc Actioitbs in a Defarcc C-o tinSency,
Canberra Papers on Suategy and Defence No.59 (Strategic and Defme Shrdies
Crntre, Australian National University, Canberra, 1989), p38.
Australian Maritime Safety Authority, First Wrt, 1 lmuery 7997-n lutu 7997
(Australian Covernment Publishing Service, Canberra, f991), p35.
P. Flastings and A. Farren (&s), Australia's Resurce Fullrc (Nelson, Melbourne,
198\,p.32.
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myriad of activities both on and beneath the surface of ttre sea.38
Significantly for Australia, economic forecasts are predicting that ttrese
developnrents will provide a brighter outlook for gnrwth in the west
and the north of the continent in the years ahead.39

Australians are becoming mor€ aware of the environmental
degradation that has been wrought by 200 years of comparatively
unchecked development of the land and of the need to police and
control development in the maritime surrounds.0 For a nation with
limited resources, this means using every available asset, while
simultaneously avoiding unnecessary duplication of capability.
Additionally, Australia has the potential to use its marine
technological capabilities and personnel skills, both dvil and naval, to
inlluence developments in the broader maritime environment in
Southeast Asia, the Pacific and the Indian Ocean.

OrArc of WaIthT grvell a good overview of these activitieg in the Australian
c(xrtext.
rlrstrdlur, 4 August 192, p.L
This is r€flected in the galetting of marine protected argrq, omlnrlsory pilotage
within the Great Barrier Reef and the inhoduction of fisherieg and coistal zoire
manageurent schem€.
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CHAPTER 3

THE NAVY AND PEACETIME SECURITY

The physical environment of Australia emphasises the
importance of maritime surveillance, reconnaissance and
offshore pahol, including affirmation of our sovereignty in
Australian waters and maritime resources zrrne.l

The major difficulty in understanding the full extent of a
navy's role in peacetime security is related to terminology and
perception: how can an instrument of policy conceived, organised and
trained for combat play a part in the normal day-today activities of a
society that dms not clearly perceive any threat to its security?2 The
general perception of the military is one that suggests that it has a
rabon d'Ctre of armed rnight 3 but while nuny would see the
fundamental role of a navy as a warfighting one, the defence of
sovereignty and national interests is increasingly involving navies in a
constabulary function: a function that one writer aptly describes as the
protection of the offshore estatef which includes the gathering of
information and the monitoring and controlling of activities in areas
under the sovereignty of the coastal state.S These are the very roles
that have increasingly occupied the navy over the last two decades and
have the potential to call on more of the navy's resources in the future.
The true value of a national interest is only realised once it is
threatened. Recent developments both globally and in Australia's
region suggest that a range of low-level threats, including illegal
immigration, drug running, pollution and pirary, have the potential to

Australbn Defene 7976, Policy Paper presented to Parliament by the Minister for
Defence the Hon. DJ. Killen, November 1W6,p.15.
Tlu Defencc Force anil tlu Community: A PartnershiV in Australia's Defence, Report to
the Minister for Defence by Alan K. Wrigley (Australian Government Publishing
Service, Canberra, June 190), pp.9-10, gives a good summary of ommunity
surevs conducted on this issue.
The Fion. W. Morrison M.P., Minister for Defence, 'The Challenge of Peace',Prcific
Defence ReprEr, August 195,
G. TtJl, Maitimc Strebgy otil tlu Nuclear Age (Macrrillan, London, 198/.), p.2B-
RADM l.R. trttll, Maritinu Strategy for Meilium Pourrs (United States Naval Instihrte
hess, Annapolis, 1986), pp.9%1l7.
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20 The Nwy anil Natiotul Suurity: The Pucetime Dimmsion

occupy naval forces increasingly in the not-so'glamorous but vital
constabulary function.5

Australia is no different from other Western democratic
societies, where activities that suggest a policing function are generally
associated, by the general populace, politicians and to sonc extent
members of the arrred services, with the keeping of public order and
the supervision and control of citizens' activities. The Australian public
has an image of the defence force that is dominated by an army
perspective,T and this is reflected in its views on the role of the defence
force in peacetinre.E Many in the army view the policing function
purely aJthe keeping of public order in an'aid to the civil power' rold
and in the past they have seen this role'as being distasteful'.lO In this
respect, it is not surprising that the public remains confused about the
navy's role in coastal surveillance,ll and about the subtle differences
between policing in the maritime environment and traditional
perceptions of the military's involvement in policing on land.

Yet in its broadest sense policing involves surveillance, pahol
and control over a general or specified area. It is in this broadest type
of policing tlut the navy has become increasingly involved. This has
been reflected in goverunent policy statements in the last three
decades, but with greater emphasis and in more detail since the tabling
of Austr alian D et' arce in 797 6.12

C,eoffrey Till, 'A Pct-Cold War Maritime Suategy for NATO', Nawl Forces,
Vol.XII, No.IIL 79/2, p.l0.
Aushalian National Opinion Polls (ANOP) Researdr Services Pty Ltd 'Public
Attitudes to Defence', Report of the 1987 National Study of Commrmity Attitudes
for Departmmt of Defence, p.,lE.
As nobd by Anthony Bergin and Hugh Smith in The Public Perceptions of the
Al:nry' in David Horner (d-), Resluping tlu Austreliot Army: CMlaqa for ,lv 79ge
$bategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National Univerdty, C-anberra,
191), the arrry's origins as iailers and in the suppression of indushial action has
left some legacies in the public mind on the use of the military in a policing
function.
Brigadier MJ. Ewing, Military Aid to the Gvil Power - The Legal Pcition',
Delance Fore lountal, No.SZ March I Apfl l9tl6, pp.21-31.
Aid to Cioil Pow (Military Board Army Headquartert Canberra, l ll2l€A),p:n.
ANOP Researdr Services Pty Ltd, 'Public Attitudes to Defence', p37.
Austtalbn hFncc inhoduced the terminology 'surveillance, reonnaissance and
patrol', whidr has progressively been further developed to now encompass the
notion of 'surveillance, patrol and response'.
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Suneillance and Enforcement

Histoical Perspectiae

The involvement of the navy in coastal surveillance activities
in peacetime is a comparatively recent phenomena, and largely reflects
the extension of Australia's offshore estate and the increased activities
of distant-water fishing fleets in Australian waters.l3 The apparent
reluctance to become involved in coastal surveillance in the past, and
in some quarters to become too overtly involved in the present 14 also
reflects a traditional belief by professional naval men that the task of
the navy was first and foremost a fighting one, gaining sea suprenucy
or command of the sea. These were the arguments of the first Director
of Australian Naval Forces, Captain Creswell,ls and they reflected
Mahan's scorn of police functions as a rationale for a navy.l5 Yet as
early as 1911 the navy was involved in law enforcement activities,
when the GPY Gayundah was dispatched to apprehend poaching
fishing boats.l7

Surveillance, other than in times of conflict, was to continue to
receive low priority in the conduct of the navy's day-today business
until the late 1960s.18 Even in 1964, both political parties in Australia
saw the acquisition of patrol boats for Australia not in terms of
assisting in any peacetime role, other than perhaps search and rescue,
but purely in a warfighting dimension.l9

Australbn Fisheries (Fisheries Division, Deparhnent of Primary Industry, Canberra,

January 1977), p.22, noted that between 7967 and 1976, Ioreign fishing vessel
sightingp off the Australian coast increased from 50 to 3,999. By nid-198, the
government had received applications from about 40 countries to fish in the AFZ
(see 'Forty Countries Seek Acces to Our Fishing Znne', Australian, 31 August
7E7$.
A.W. Grazebrook, 'Coastal Surveillance: A Defence Function?' Asi*Pacifu hfence
Repo*cr, Aprn-May 792, p.16.
See "The Case for an Australian Naval Force, lst Januarn 1906, Director of Naval
Force's Report to Parliament'in G.L. Macandie (compiler), The Genesis q thc Ro7al
Australian Naay (Governmmt Printer, Sydney, 1949), p.1,18.

Huntington, National Policy and the Transoceanic Navy', p.487.
Colin and DavidJones, Patrol tut Stoqy (R.H. Parsons, Lobethal, 1972),p.1.
Navy did however, acknowledge its role in fishery surveillancc and
coastwatching rn the Defence RcWt 13il, although no further mention was made
of this role until the 1969 Report.
Oppooition views are reflected in the parliamentary speeches of members during
the Appropriation Bill debates (I7an*ril, House of Repreentatives, YoL.M, 2O

October 7964, pp,2714.2115) and the government's view in the statement by the
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Within three years, however, increased activity of foreign
fishing vessels close to Australian shores began to have some effect on
the local fishing industry, and the goverrunent came under pressure to
take action. Significantly, it was the navy that was put under the
spotlight, and this is reflected in the following extract from
parliamentary debates:

Although the Japanese ships have a right to fish outside the $
mile limit, we should be considering what Australia is going to
do about this. I would like to know whether the Royal
Australian Nary knows how many Iapanese ships are
operating in the waters of northern Australia. I would be very
surprised if the navy did know.2o

There were concerted calls for the extension of the Australian
Fishing Zone to 12 nm21 and this was brought into effect with the
enachnent on 30 January 1958 of the Fisheria Act 196f., and the
establishment of a 12 nm DFZ. It is of course one thing to enact
legislation and another to enforce it, and while the responsibility for
enforcement rested with the Department of Primary Industry, the
DeparUnent of Defence possessed the appropriate assets in the RAAFs
maritime patrol capabilities and the RAN's six new Attackdass patrol
boats. Thus on 29 May 1968 the Minister for Defence announced to
parliament that the RAN would take on the task of surveillance with
assistance from the RrqAF.22

It would appear that these added responsibilities, or perhaps
the changed rationale of employment, did not receive universal
acceptance within the navy. Although the specific views of senior
naval officers at this time are not documented on the public record,23 it
is significant that as early as November 1968 the Minister for Defence
was advising parliament that this type of activity was no function for
the navy and that he hoped that it would not remain a naval

Prime Minister announcing the plan to acquire pabol boals as part of the defence
review Ufansril, House of Representatives, V ol.M, p.2727).
Dr Rex Patereon, Member for Dawson, Henvril, House of Representatives, Vol.56,
20 September f 957,p.7714.
Hannril,Hov*. of Representatives, Vol.54 21 September 7967, p.7270.
Hensril,Han* of Repreentative, Vo1.59,29 May 1%8, p.178.
Views given by senior defence personnel to a parliamentary inquiry ten years later
tmd to support this notion. See Parliamentary Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs
and Defence (Sub'C-ommittee on Defene Matters), Offichl Hanvnl Tmnxript $
Eoidctrcc,2olur:el9TE.
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responsibility.2a This was reiterated in 7972, when the Minister for
Navy, in response to an Opposition question, noted that 'the
surveillance of fishing limits is not fundamentally a designated naval
function', although there appears to have been at this time an
acceptance that the resources of the RAN offered the best solution.
Significantly, the Minister also informed parliament that new
arrangements for the basing of patrol boats at C-airns and Darwin
would be coming into effect and, more importantly, that a study was
then in progress to identify a replacement naval vessel with improved
range and speed to provide greater surveillance of vast northern
coastal areas.25

Coastal surueillance and policing the maritime surrounds of
Australia became an increasingly taxing problem in the 1970s. The
establishment of a Standing Interdepartmental Committee (SIDC) in
June 1971, to advise on coistal surv-eiilance matters, was among the
first examples of government recognition of this problem. Calls by the
government in March 1973 for greater interaction betr,rreen the
Departrnent of Defence and the Bureau of Customs to combat drug
smuggling, along with the Department of Health's surveillance
requirements,26 only served to highlight the magnitude of the problem
while probably, simultaneously, locking the navy fi.-ly into a
peacetime surveillance and quasi-policing role. The Ministerial
Statement 'Australian Defence', delivered by Minister for Defence
I-ance Barnard on 22 August7973, firmly set in place the requirements
for maritime surveillance of 'the environs of this continent' by
maritime elements of the defence force and the role of the navy in
assisting 'in coping with any intrusions into territorial waters and
fishing and resource zones'.27 The utility of naval forces in this
function was shown during Operation Trochus, in 1975, when RAN
Grumman 92E Tracker aircraft combined to work in coordination
with RAN patrol boats 'to monitor and control the activities of
Indonesian fisherman off the North-West Coast and restrict their

Hensllil, Hovsc of Representatives, Vol.51, 21 November 796f., p.2718.
Henuril, Hcnt* of Representatives, Vol.81, 10 October 7T\ pp.2242-2243.
Mzley, A Rzoiru $ Australia's Peacetime Custal Suruillancc and Protcction
Anangarcats, pra.l.6.
Hanvril, Horlse of Representatives, Vol.85, 22 Augnst 193, pp.239-247,
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activities to waters agreed by Australian and Indonesian authorities in
November 1974'?8

This new emphasis on surveillanc€ was again reflected in the
1976 White Paper, with specific reference to the capability of patrol
craft to assist in law enforcement by civil authorities, and to the fact
that the goverrunent had finally decided to replace the Aftack class
with fifteen patrol craft of superior speed, range and sea-keeping
abitity.zr The declaration of a 200 nm exclusive resourc€s zone in early
1977 forcd the Minister for Defence to admit to parlianrent that 15

pabol boats might not be sufficient, but resource consbainb
prohibited an increase at that time, although he had 3^dvised the
appropriate authorities to expedite the acquisition process.s

The arrival of the first of the Vietnamese boat people in 7976

was to place another burden on the navy's already stretched
surveillance nesourc€s. It did, however, highlight to rnany Aushalians
that security was perhaps much more than defence against armed
invasion or attack. It prompted the government, following further
public and political outcries,3l to instigate a high-level review of
surveillance and elicited'the recognition that distance alone would no
longer provide Australia with an adequate barrier against the
introduction of exotic animal and plant diseases, incidenb of drug
smuggling' or protection of her offshore resources.32 Another resource
protection task given to the navy at this time was the protection of
Australia's off-shore oil platforms in Bass Strait. These developments
fuelled the debate about the appropriateness of the use of defence
assets in general and naval assets in particular in these roles.s

The whole subict of coastal surveillance has been a

conhoversial one, and responsibility for various activities has moved
like a 'hot potato' between various departrnents over the last two

Anthony S. Bergin, 'Coastal Surveillance Policy for Ausralia - Part 2', Pacific
Dcfme Rcpile4 Deemb€r 1978, pp33-34.
Australbn Dcferce 797 8, p.77.
Henxril,Hon* of Representatives, Vol.10$ 27 Aprn l9V, p.l27J.
See Phillip McCarthy, 'Another Viet Boat Due',,$e,30 March 1!tr78;'Defence Shuns
Dirty Work', Austrdbn Firuncbl Rmieu),24 February 19ft; and. 'Hayden C-alls for
More Coastal Suryeillane', Australian Fituncial Reoieut, 26 Jantary 7%.
Br.Adey, A Rmitu S Australia's Pucctime @stel httuillancc erul Pmtcctim
Aneagenailqpra,l.9,
A series of editorials in the Prcifb Defance Reporta, Mardr, April and October 197&
highlighb the thrust of these arguments.
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decades, and has been subiect to a number of reviews. Besides those
already mentioned, there was a review by the SIDC in 1981, Beazley's
review in 1983 and a further review in 1987.s The result of these
reviews is that although Australian Customs now has responsibility
for planning, coordination and effective civil surveillance in high-risk
coastal and offshore areas through Coastwatch,3s the navy provides
the bulk of the response capability with its patrol boat force. Repeated
calls for the establishment of a separate Coastguard have been rightly
ignored, a Coastguard being seen as an unnecessary duplication of
resources.35

The Naay's Present RoIe

Recent defence policy documents suggest that acceptance is
growing for the use of defence assets, and naval capabilities in
particular, in a constabulary function. The policy document The

Defence of Australia 1987 noted the role of the patrol boat at the third
level of naval surface combatant capability and its role in coastal
defensive operations, while acknowledging its use in peacetime
fisheries patrol and law enforcement. Significantly, the document
made no convincing argument for the maintenance of that capability,
noting that patrol boat numbers would depend on what was acquired
for the second more capable level of surface combatants.3T

Yet by 1991, and the production of the Force Structure Ranieu,
the position had changed, with acknowledgment that the present force
should be replaced and, more importantly, that 'it would not be
acceptable to suspend the conduct of the important peacetime
surveillance and law enforcement activities in the maritime
approaches and fishing zone pending the introduction of these
replacements'.rb This is more than a cynical exercise to justify a

Hugh Hudson, Northetn Appruclus: A kport on the Ailministratbn of Cioil Cnstnl
Surceilhncz in Nortlurn Australia (Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canberra, 1989).
Australian Customs Service, Annual Report 1.990-97 (Australian Government
Publishing Service, Canberra, 191), p.89.
Bergin, Coastal Suweillance Policy for Australia - Part 3', Pacific Defencc Reporter,
February l98O,pp.&67, argues this case.
The Defence of Australb 1987, para. 4.49.
Deparbnent of Defence, Force Structure Rniew, Report to the Minister for Defence,
May 1991 (Australian Government Publishing Service, C-anberra, 191), paras 23!
2.36.
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capability. What it suggests is a greater understanding among defence
pollcy rnakers that, especially in the maritime environment, therc is an
overlap between performing a routine peacetime task and defending
the security of sovereign interests. The exercise of effective authority
over Australia's maritime zones is equally important in time of peace
as it is in time of hostilities.

The navy's patrol boat force remains the primary resPonse
capability for dealing with infringements in or incursions into
Australia's maritime territory. During 7992/93 there were 1811 patrol
daln conducted, during which time 289 foreign fishing vessels werc
bolrded and 31 vessels apprehended for illegal activities.3g this
companes with 334 boardings, 46 apprehensions in 1989/90; 278
boardings, 59 apprehensions in 7990/91; and 247 boardings lt'ith 15

apprehensions in 7997/92.4o These represent a significant increase,
particularly in terms of boardings and inspections, on figures reported
for 1975/76, when there had been 140 boardings and 24 anests.4l This
increase may reflect the extension of the AM, although 107 of the
boardings in 1975/76 were under the Continental Shelf (Living
Natural Resources) Act, and it is perhaps more a reflection of the
increased efficiency of coastal surveillance, and especially the
improvements in the navy's response capabilities.

Patrol activities, however, cover more than just fisheries
patrols, with the navy providing the response capability for
intercepting illegal immigrants arriving by sea and assisting the
Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service (ANPWS) to rnonitor
areas in which resEictions have been placed on commercial and
recreational activities. The patrol boats also ensure sovereign presenc€
on an ad hoc basis in the vicinity of offshore territories such as
Ashmore Reef and C-artier Island, 'where concern over the exploitation
of trochus shells, plants and bird-life by Indonesian fisherman has
prompted a memorandum of understanding with Indonesia, which
allows access to traditional fisherman only'.42

D*ne Re7ort 7$2-93 (Ausbalian C'overnment Publishing Serrdce, Canberra,
19931,p.37.
ibid
Dclcne Rc7o/t 7976 (Ausbalian Covernment Publishing Service, C-anfura, 1976),

P.l0.
RA.K Walls, 'Environmmtal Security: An Operational Perspective', Iyterillrru
Shtdits, V 01.64, Maylfune 192, p.8.
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Over the last two and a half decades, the navy has developed
the skills and capabilities for dealing with the type of operations that
are required to promote the security of Australia's maritime interests
on an ongoing basis. In many respects, they are the types of
capabilities that would be required during periods o_f lowlevel
conflict, as identified in current articulated defence policy.a

As identified by Kim Beazley in his 1984 rePort, there is clear
economic significance in reducing the loss of fish catches to Australia's
fishing fleet, in reducing the risk of stock losses to imported disease
caused by illegal landings, and in reducing the socio-political impact of
drug smuggling.4 Beazley had concerns, however, about the use of
the defence force in matters such as control of drug smuggling and/or
law enforcement against Australian citizens, seen as primarily police
responsibilities.4s Yet as one earlier writer on the subiect has pointed
out, even if defence assets are involved in the detection of illegal
activities it does not necessarily mean that they also will have to
assume the enforcement responsibility.ne The employment of the navy
in surveillance of Australia's maritime surrounds should not be seen as

the navy assuming a civil police function, but more as the sensible use
of scarce resources to exercise Australian sovereignty and to act as a
deterrent to others who threaten the security of Australia and its
interests.

While it may be feasible for larger maritime powers to
separate the functions of surveillance and enforcement, such as with
the US Coast Guard and US Navy (although even they are finding that
there has to be a greater coordination of resources),47 nations with less
resources cannot always afford the luxury of clearly separating such
roles.

The Defence of Australian 7987,para,3,5.
Breazley, A P@iczt, of Austmlia's Coastal Suroeillance anil Prolectiaa Anatgenunts,
para.32.
ibid., recommendations para.1 1.

Commander W.S.G. Batemary 'C-oastal Surveillance: Some Defence Force
Considerations', Defence Force lourzal, No.18, September/October 1979, p.6.
The United States has found that in conducting drug enforcement operations in
the Caribbean, Coast Guard resources are inadequate and US naval assets play a

vital role.
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Bilatqal snil Multilatual Maritime Policing
One prominent feature of the UNCLOS reglme is that the

extension of resource zones has now given island states and other
pedominantly maritime states boundaries with each other where they
would not have existed in the past. Unlike land boundaries, however,
boundarie at sea provide no natural fixed barriers and are far more
difficult to police. Thus the actions of one state against activities within
its maritime zone can have direct consequences for adjoining states.
As an example, the dosure of areas of the AFZ, in 1981, to Taiwanese
gill-net fishing placed added pressure on fishing in the area of
Kepuluauan Aru, south of Irian |aya and within the Indonesian 20O
mile fishing zone.s

In this respect the navy has been contributing to the
development of bilateral and multilateral regimes that will involve
pint efforts in resource security. The Australia-Indonesia Timor Gap
Tnne of Cooperation Treaty, signed in 1991, is significant not only for
being an innovative way of solving a protracted boundary dispute (in
an area where there are potentially significant hydrocarbon resources),
but also for facilitating closer cooperation. Article 12 of the Treaty
provide for joint surveillance within a specified area, known as Area
A.49 Of course ioint surveillance pahols between the two navies were
nothing new, and had been occurring in a de facto manner during
Ausini exercises for some time. What the Timor Gap Treaty did was to
formalise arrangements for surveillance and the exchange of
information, albeit confined to a specific area, with a dedicated
reporting chain. It has, however, proved to be a catalyst for rnore
general arrangements in coordinating surveillance operations between
the two countries in the broader area of the Timor and Arafura seas.
These include the exchange of information on the programming of
sunreillance units, occasional irint exercises between these units, the
establishment of routine communications links between ships, aircraft
and shore alrthorities, and the development of standardised reporting
procedures.S0 It is also understood thit talks have been progressing to
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Peter Millington and David Walter, 'Prospects for Australian Fisherman in
Northern Gillnet Fishing', .Azs tralian Fishcries, Septernber 1981, p.3.
Timor Gap Zone of Cooperation Treaty, artides 12 and 13.
Desmond Ball and Sam Bateman, 'An Australian Perspective on Maritime CSBMs
in the Asia-Pacific Region' in Andrew Mack (ed.), A Petccfnl Occen? fu|rritine
fuurity in tlu Pecift in the Post{-okl War En (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1993), p.175.
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extend this to wider cooperation, especially in relation to cooperative
fisheries surveillance.

In the Southwest Pacific, Australia became a signatory to the
Niue Treaty on 9 fuly 1992. This treaty not only provides for ioint and
cooperative surveillance, but also allows one country to enforce the
laws of another in that other country's waters.sl To date it has been
primarily Australian and to a lesser extent New Zealand surveillance
assets that have provided the necessary backup to the maritime legal
regimes of the Southwest Pacific, and this treaty now allows surface
units from both countries to assist in the enforcement of these regimes.

The Niue Treaty is a world first and marks the strong
commitment by the countries of the South Pacific to working together
cooperatively and imaginatively to secure the economically valuable
resources of their marine environs. Australia should be proud of the
role it has played in bringing this to fruition, and of the ongoing part
played by naval personnel, who are stationed as maritime advisers
throughout the region. As one UN observer has noted, Australia's
approach has been sensitive to the needs of the region and provides a
useful example for other regions attempting to address the problems
of multinational naval cooperation.s2

On a global scale, the Australian government was quick to
commit naval forces to the multinational naval force that was formed
in August 1990 to enforce UN sanctions against lraq.s Significantly,
the major tasks of the RAN ships throughout their deployment
involved the enforcement of these sanctions: primarily a constabulary
function. The only shots fired in anger, by the RAN, during its time
with the multinational naval force, were those fired in attempts to get
ships to stop for inspection.54 Naval surface combatants continued to
be deployed as a part of that force through to the end of 1993.

The Niu Treaty on Cooperation in Fisheries Surveillance and Law Enforcement in
the South Pacific Region, artide vi.
Derek Boothby, 'Sailing under New Colors', U.S. Naaat Institute Proceedings, luly
792,p.fi.
United Nations Security Council Resolutions 661 and 665, whidr banned trade to
and from Iraq and authorised ships of the deployed task forces to use measure as
necess:lry to halt all shipping in order to inspect cargo€.
Australia's Nauy 7997-92 (Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra,
7991),pp.2r-22.
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Hydrographic and Oceanographic Activities
Another important but often overlooked asPect of the navy's

contribution to national security in times of peace is its part in
expanding knowledge of the maritime environs that surround the
nation. Australians have been slow to appreciate the value of their
maritime surrounds and to support the study of this area. As noted in
the fuderal parliament in 7972, maritime studies had, until that time,
been characterised by a fragmented and poorly financed approach.$
This could be argued to be still the case todayf6 the part of the navy's
programme relating to marine science effort receives a low priority in
defence budgetary considerations whenever fiscal reshaints are
imposed on the navy's overall programme.sT

Yet historically, it has been the navy that has been at the
forefront in expanding national knowledge of Australia's marine
environment, if not through in-house research, than at least by
providing essential services to others.58 The C-abinet decision to
appoint the RAN as the charting authority for hydrographic surveys in
Australian waters and in Australia's 'spheres of inlluence in the
PacifiCsg was the first among many to recognise the importance of
what the more recent Force Structure Ranieu acknowledged as the vital
necessity of the detailed knowledge of Australia's environment.o

The military basis for hydrographic and oceanograPhic effort
is well documented in relevant policy statements concerning the
defence of Australia. What is perhaps less well appreciated is the need
for significant application of resources to achieve the non-military
requirements. Shipping transiting to and from Australia or operating
in Australian coastal waters relies on the RAN Hydrographer for the
provision of nautical charts, which carry the latest information on safe
shipping lanes and depths to be expected.

K Beazley (9rr), Member for Fremantle, Hen*ril, House of Representatives,
Y ol.7 8, 17 May 1972, p./7 | 4.
In an address to the seminar Defending the C-omsrons: The RAN and
Environmental Security, Canberra, 15 May 792, Dr David Johnson of fames Cook
University argued persuasively that very little had changed.
Inspctot C*zcrd3 Prcgram Euluatbn of the Hydrogrefiic Sercicc, RAN (Australian
C-overnment Publishing Service, C-anberra, 1990), para, 145b.
This has been well documented in sudr reviews as Ocetns of Wulth? and the
Inspector General's report, cited above.
Federal Cabinet Agendum No.1169,5 June 19,15.

F orcc Sbrlctun Faiant, para. 2,10.
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Hydrographic surveys contribute to the economy through
opening ports for new industries and through the improvement of
navigation provided by the discovery of shorter or safer routes. It is
estimated, for example, that the discovery and charting of
Hydrographer's Passage in the Great Barrier Reef in 1983 reduced the
cost of the coal trade from Queensland to )apan by $A20 million
annually.5l The Exxon Valda, incident served to focus global attention
on the environmental damage arising from shipwrecks. Yet, closer to
home, the incidents involving the Sankn Haroat off Esperance in 1991
and, more recently, that involving a Taiwanese fishing vessel in the
environmentally sensitive Torres Strait area,Q should serve to
highlight the need to increase the area of adequately charted
Australian waters above the current 50 per cent.6

Through the Australian Oceanographic Data Centre, the navy
also provides several services to the Australian scientific community.
Most notable are the national data bank resources, which provide a
national asset for use in research, academic and administrative
activities in the marine field. The navy also conhibutes from time to
time by the collection of oceanographic information and the
coordination of international and national environmental programmes.
Ocean-going units of the RAN contribute to the monitoring of some
meteorological and oceanographic conditions on an ongoing basis.&

Peacetime Security - Future Trends

Nations, especially those in the Asia-Pacific region, are
becoming more aware of the resources that lie within the marine
environment and of the threats to national security that can arise from
or transit through the oceans that surround their nation states. In
Austr alia's Regional Suurity, the Australian government acknowledged
the threats from environmental pollution of waterways and oceans, the
need to be cognisant of the increasing trade in narcotics, and the
potential threat to Australia's and the region's security interests of
unregulated population flows.6 Many of these issues are not new but

RAN Hydrographic Service Corporate Plan,Draft,25 February 1992, p3.
Fiona Kennedy, 'Oil to be Drained from Reef Wreck', Australian, 19 August 199,
P.5.
Inspector Gancrd's Prognm Eoaluatiot of tlu Hyilrographic Seroice , RAN,para3(Xl.
Walls,'Environmental Security: An Operational Perspective', p.10.
Australb's Rzgbnal Secrrity,paras 125, 126 and 132.
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they appear to be growing in importance - not only through increased

frequency but also as national conc€rns. The sentiments expressed by
one member of the Aushalian community about the right of every
Australian to expect the government to protect them against 'drug
runneni and all sorts of undesirable people', while possibly only a
mornentary outrage against the undetected landing of refugees,
reflects attitudes that have been expressed across the broad sPectrum
of the Australian cnmmunity over the last three decades.6 Adequate
coastal and offshore surveillance should be an expectation of the
Australian population in terms of national security and undoubtedly
has the potential to iustify a larger allocation of security resources in
the future, as worldwide trends in population increase bring about
added pressure of land-based resources and the world focuses its
attention on the sea.67

Knowledge of the Aushalian marine environnrent will gain
added importance in future years. Initiatives such as the Ocean
Rescue 2000 prograrune announced in the federal budg91 in 1991,

compulsory pitotage regimes for the Great Barrier Reef,6 and the
proliferation of marine protected zones not only introduce problems of
controlling activities, but also highlight the desire of Australians for a
greater awareness of their marine environs, and for measures to
monitor and protect them. Through eisting activities associated with
such monitoring, or as an adjunct to other activities associated with
dayto.day operations, the capacity exists within the defence force (and
the RAN in particular) to provide the support likely to be required by
the wider communiqFg in ensuring that Australia's maritime environs
are used according to the wishes of that community.

As the Senior Director, External Services, Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Authority, has noted:

The letter to the editor, 'Our Northern Coastline Must be Made Secure', in the
Ailwtis,Z2lanrnry 7992, p.18, is not very different in approadr to the editorial
in the,{rrrral&a, l0 JuIy 79ft , p.6.
For discrssion of lhe subject of population growth and its likely effecb, see Paul
Kennedy, Pnapring ft tlu Tumty-Fitst Century (Harper C-ollins, London, 1993).
For the'rationale behind this, see Gregory Frenctr, 'Protecting the Great Barier
Ref , |vbritittu Strulbs, Y ol.59,Iuly/August 1991, pp.9-13.
For further discuseion on this matter see an artide by the author, 'Saving the Moat:
New Challenges for Naval and Scientific Communities', Ivltritittu Strtdbs,Vd.62"
f anuary/Februa ry 1992, pp.1-5.
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With the end of the cold war, responsibilities under LINCLOS
and LNCED Agenda 21 suggest that marine priorities may
focus more on the long term importance of protecting marine
resources, environmental quality and biodiversity whilst
achieving regionally sustainable fisheries, shipping and
tourisrn The role of surveillance may expand particularly in
relation to pollutiory illegal activities in fishing, waste
discharge and failure to observe environmental safety
requirements. The roles of patrol and interdiction may expand
to encompass a wider range of foreign vessel activities and,
particularly in remote waters, to activities of nationals
infringing regional international conventions ... while roles of
monitoring and research *y expand with RAN vessels
playing substantial long term roles in recurrent data and
sample collection for national monitoring of the state of the
marine environment.To

Members of the Australian community, and ultimately the
government, also have concerns about developments in the maritime
environs of the wider Asia-Pacific region. Commitment to supporting
the island nations of the Pacific in managing their fisheries resources is
exemplified in Australia's support of conventions to ban drift-net
fishing, in working towards environmental safeguards and in
monitoring the marine environment.Tl In Southeast Asia, the issue of
piracy has raised concerns over the last few years among Australian
shipowners ,n and this issue was raised by Senator Evans at the 1992
ASEAN Post Ministerial Conference.Z The subject of piracy raises the
related issue of maritime safety and the environmental effects of
shipping accidents. While the involvement of the navy in dealing with
these issues has to date been minimal (involving dialogue only), the
government has in the past made it clear that naval ships are under a
duty to suppress piracy and arrest pirates.T4 The navy would

70 Kenc-hington, 'Protection and Sustainable Use of Marine Environments and
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Resources', pp.,l-S.
Our Country Our Future,pp.24-25.
Kevin WoUe, ?irates Hit Australian Ships', Australian Ships otil Ports, June 1992,
gives a good background to the ooncerns of Aushalian shippers.
Senator Gareth Evans, Minister for Foreigr Affairs and Trade, 'ASEAtl-Aushalian
Cooperation: Building on Adrievements', Statement to 6 + 1 Session, ASEAN Pct
Ministerial C-onference, 26 luly 1992.
Senator Gareth Evans in reply to a question in the Senate, Hanxril, Senate, 30 May
1984, p.21(X).
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undoubtedlybe mindful of the sensitivity of regional natiors to actions

in their sovereign waters,ru and is likely to take action in cooperation

with regional navies - as oPPosed to earlier British proposals to

dispatch-an international naval lorce to the region.76

One noted maritime strategist has recently suggested that
while military power will remain important in inter-state relations, the
use of military force will have less utility: the crcsts of high-technology
warfighting capabilities are outstripping their benefits. He has also

suggeited, however, that the Pressures on law and order at sea, and

the desire of coastal states to conhol and exploit the resources of the
sea which they believe belong to them, will focus navies' attention on
the traditional constabulary function. No longer is it sufficient iust to
devote resources to preparation for contingencies in the event of
conflict. The extension of the offshore estate under the provisions of
LJNCLOS (due to come into force on 16 November 7994), expanded

economic use of the seas, and the growing awareness of their
importance to environmental securityjre increasingly calling on
navies to turn'warships'into 'lawships'.Z While the tradition of this
function, for the navy, may not have been long in the making, the

conduct of events in the last three decades and the consequent call on

the navy's resources suggest that, for Australia, he may be right. The

debate in Australia has always been about how far this process_should
go and who should have control; the issue is yet to be resblved.Ts

76

Under international law, piracy per se is an offence on the high seas as sudr. The
law with r€spect to piratical ai:tJ has not kept pace with the exparrsion of coastal
state soverreignty under UNCLOS, however every mariner ha9 a _duty b go to the
aid of other maiiners in dishess. Thus while a warship of a third-party state may
not have iurisdiction under international law in arresting parties responsible for
piratical ice in waters which were not technically high seas, it ould i*tify a

show of fore in going to the assistance of the victims of such an act.

John Flarlow, 'Rdyal Navy Launches Task Fore against Pirates', Suadry Thna'2L
May 1992, p.l, and 'KL Wants london to Seek Consent for Anti-piracy \{oves'
S*ins mm*,28 May 7992, p.18, provide an interesting @ntrast in approadres to
this growing problem.
Ken-Booth,-"ilre Role of Navies in Peacetime The Influene of Ffture History
upon Sea Power', paper delivered to the conference Naval Power ln the Pacific
Tirwards the Year 20m, Ausualian Defence Force Academy, Canberra 1914 May
t991.
A.W. Grazebrook,'C-oastal Surveillance: A Defence Function?', pp.1'l-16.



CHAPTER 4

THE BROADER STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENT

In a more general sense of course the South pacific forms,
along with South-East Asia, what we refer to as our'area of
prirnary strategic interest'. Our security interests are
essentially the security of our lines of communication with the
United States and with our major trading partner, fapan, and
supporting or engendering the orientation of regional states
towards policies that are in their and Australia's mutual
interest. These two objectives are clearly inseparable and in
fact achieving the second goes a long way to ensuring the first.

Kim Beazleyl

In an era of rapidly expanding communications, of greater
economic interdependence and vast technological advances, no nation
can afford to isolate itself from the global communi$r in general or its
own region in particular. As Kim Beazley has noted, 'the lesson of
history, geography and commonsense all show that Australia cannot
ignore the strategic circumstances of her neighbourhood'.2 Australia's
articulated area of primary strategic interest includes southeast Asia,
Indochin4 the eastern Indian Ocean and the Southwest Pacific.3 In its
broadest sense it is a neighbourhood commonly called the Asia-pacific
and covering nearly 50 per cent of the globe.a Australia now recognises
that its fuhrre lies in the Asia-Pacific region and that its policies in the

1

2

3
4

Kim Beazlen Keynote Address, Pacific C-onference, Aushalian lnstitute of
International Affairs, 9 February 1985.
Kim Beazley, Ministerial Statement, 'Regional Defence Policy', WeckJy Hanxrd,
House of Representatives, No.2, 1988, p.500.
Thz Defence ol Australia 7987, para l.ll.
The-defene area of primary strategic interest covers about one-quarter of the
garth's surlae (seepreface to Thc Defence of Australia 798fl yet, as noied by Gareth
Evans and Bruce Grant in Australia's Foreiga Relatiotts in'tlu WorM ol ih, tggOs
Melbourne.Universily Press, Melboume,7997\, p.98, in terms of regionat security
any 9iscussion must look further afield to envelop Northeast Asia, Inaochlna ani
South Asia.
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1990s should be increasingly shaped by the need for engagement with
Asia across the whole sphere of national activity.s

The geographical delineation is not as important as the nature
of the region, which is distinctly maritime. Almost all nations of the
region would consider themselves maritime states, with rich traditions
based upon the sea. Many are island nations, like Australia,
surounded by vast expanses of ocean. More than 60 pe" cent of the
region's population lives in coastal areas and the maritime
environment plays an important part in their daily and future well-
being. The sea has been the traditional path of commercial activity and
the region contains several significant highways and focal areas for
extensive regional and extra-regional trade.5 The unique geography of
the region, with its islands, archipelagos, and semienclosed seas,
makes the problem of protecting shipping focal areas much more
significant than, and different from, protection in the broad expanses
of the North Pacific or Atlantic oceans. law of the Sea, maritime safety
and environmental security regimes are much more complex in
Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific, where there are few high
seas as such.

The rnarine resources of the region, both living and non-living,
represent an important factor in the lives of many of the region's
communities. The security of sea lines of communicatiorL marine
resource protection, marine pollution, maritime safety and law of the
sea issues are ongoing concerns, frequently raised within the region.T
Kim Beazley has noted that, in respect to part of the regiory the ability
of the nations contained therein to control their own affairs rests
squarely on control of the maritime environment.S

Australia's region of strategic interest can be conveniently
divided into three sub-areas: the Southwest Pacific, Southeast Asia

Sfieregic Rc?ilru 1993 (Deparhnent of Defence, C-anberra, 79tJ), p2.
The Straits of Malacca, the Indonesian ardripelagO the Horn of lndia, and the
island archipelagc of the Southwest Pacific are perhaps the mct prominent.
Se, for example, Dr Etty R. Agoes, 'lndonesia and the LOS C-onventitr', Moitu
Policy, Vol.15, No2, March 1991, p.12.; and Lau Teik Soon and Lee Tai To (eds),
Tlu Security of tlu fu l-anes in tlu Asia-Pacific Regicz (Heinemann Asia, Siingapore,
r988).
Kim Beazley, 'Ar.rshalian Defence Policy' in Desmond Ball (ed-), Austrolb ewl hc
Workl: Ptologue end Ptrepects, Canberra Papers on Shategy and Defence No.59
(Shategic and Defence Studies Crntre, Australian National University, Canberra,
1990),p.31.
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(particularly the ASEAN nations, due to their proximity) and the
Indian ocean region. This chapter considers each of these subareas in
tum, focusing on their importance to national security, the dominant
maritime nature of the region and why Australia needs to be
committed and engaged in the affairs of the region.

The Southwest Pacific

The nations (or island states) that comprise the region known
as the southwest Pacific are spread over almost one-third oJ the earth's
surface. Many island groups lie north of the equator and east of
longitude 180 degrees. The total land area of the region (except for
Australia and New Zealand) is smaller than that of the state of New
South Wales.9 All these nations have taken maximum advantage of
the principles for claiming maritime space and have extended ttreir
claims to the two-hundred-mile limit established by UNCLOS. The
maritime claims of the Pacific island groups now blanket the greater
part of the Pacific lying between Australia and Hawaii.In all bui a few
cases, the extent of maritime sovereign territory claimed dwarfs that of
the land territory.

, G*graphy and, to a certain extent, a shared colonial past have
allowed Australia to enloy a strong relationship with the states and
territories of the Southwest Pacific. In 1990, just under 8 per cent of
Australia's exports went to the region, and 5.5 per cent of imports were
sourced in the region. More significantly, 35 per cent of Australia's
overseas development assistance was directed to the South pacific.l0
In the broadest sense, Australia believes it has a 'clear interest in
promoting peace and,s_tability, including keeping the region free from
destabilising activity'.tt In a more narrow security context, the region
is seen as important because of the lines of communication that run
through it to both ]apan and the United Statesl2 and because of

The annual editions of the Pacilir Islanils yearbuk contain data on land and sea
areas, trade. and demographic factors and although a little dated, similar
information has been compiled into a readable table and is contained in Evans and
Grant, Austmlb's Foreign Relations in the World of the 1990s,pp.174.175.
Evans and Gra nt, Australia's Foreign Rclatiotts in- the World oi ihe lg9{Jrs, WS42-?{4.
ibid., p.162.
The Defatce of Australia 79 87, par a. 2.41.
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Australia's need to have knowledge of the maritime activities that are

ocrurring in this part of its region of prirnary sbategic interest.l3

In terms of security, the Southwest Pacific region has the
poEntial to be far more dynamic and challenging for Aushalian policy
makers in the decades ahead than it has been in the past. Regional
perceptions differ from the more conventional perceptions of security
in other parts of the globe.la In the Pacific, demography, economics
and the environment play a much larger role in security considerations
than do preoccupations with warfighting or military capabilities.
Resource security, especially marine resources,ls receives far more
consideration than traditional military notions 'of having the capability
to deter and if nec€ssary defeat an aggressor'. Fragile economies and
the perceived threat to the autonomy of the regio-1are resulting in an
increasing interdependence between island states.l 5

Yet perceptions remain of the essential part that both Aushalia
and New z&tand have to play in the security bf tne region.l7 This is
significant in that no South Pacific country apart from Australia and
New Zealand possesses naval capabilities, apart from some small-scale
maritime components of respective defence or police forces.
Additionally, Australia possesses the expertise to assist the region in
economic development based on marine resources (living and non-

Stephen Merchant, 'Australia's Defene Cooperation ftogranr and Regional
Senrrity'in David Hegarty and Peter Polomka (eds), Tlu Se?.dty af *4n! i1 ttu
1990s, Vol.l, Views lron 

-tlu 
Region, C:nberra Papers on Strategy and Defmce

No.60 (Strategic and Defence Studies Cenhe, Aushalian National University,
Canberra,1989).
The most recent detailed analysis of the security perceptions of the people of the
South Paci.6c was conducted by Stephen Bate; his comprehmsive reults, whidt
show the diversity of conerns, are contained in SDSC Working Papet No-2O8,
fuurity PaeTtbns in thc Srluth Prcific: Qwstionnaire Resulls (Sbategic and Defence
Studies C-entre, Australian National University, Canberra, 1990).
William Dihm, 'Global Change and the South Pacilic Forum States' and James
Cosselin,'Sectuity through Economic Reforms and Regional C-ooperation: A View
from the Cook Islands' both in David Hegarty and Peter Polomka (ds)' Tlu
futrrity $ Ounb in llu 7990s, Yol.l, Views from tlu Ragian, Canberra Papers on
Shategy and Defence No.50 (Sbategic and Defence Studies Cenue Aushdian
National Universitn Canberra, 1989).
The dynarrics of this were preented by Henry Naisali in 'Regional Security In
Harmony if not in Unison'in ibid.
Taufa Vakatale, Military Seorrity in Oceania'in ibid.
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living), including traditional fishing, aquaculture and mineral
exploitation.ls

The geographical spread and inaccessibility (except by sea) of
many parts of the region requires an ongoing maritime presence if
Australia is serious about its commitment to the region. It must be a
commitment, however, that does not overextend the already fragile
economies of the island states, or suggest in any way that Australia is
tryrng to 4p* them into an Australia-dominated security
arrangement.l9 In this respect, maritime assets have the uniqu-e
advantage of being generally small enough to permit amiable
deployment of modest national contributions. They are sufficiently
self-contained to avoid being a burden on the resources of their hosts,
while at the same time possessing sufficient resources of their own to
establish good relations with local communities through sporting
contacts and community welfare projects.2o

Southeast Asia

When Australian -policy makers talk of Southeast Asia, they
frequently mean ASEAN.21 Yet geographically this region extends a
little further and includes Indochina, Myanmar and, in terms of
maritime claims, China.22 It is a region of tremendous diversity both
culturally and economically.23 One regional observer has noted that
there is a clear division of Southeast Asia into continental Southeast
Asia (the Indochinese countries of Laos, Vietnam and Cambodia, plus
Myanmar and Thailand) and maritime Southeast Asia (which includes

79
20
2l

A.D. Couper (&.), hoelopment anil Social Change in tlu Pacific Islazds (Routledge,
London, 1989) contains a number of papers on fuhtre economic prospects in the
maritime sphere.
Australia's Regional Secaity, para.8i.
ibid.,para.76.
For example, Evans and Grant (Australia's Foreign Relatbns in ttv World of ttv 799k,
p.I81) refer to ASEAN as the institutional expression of a Southeast Asian
community.
Th9-!li"=. ar-e reported to dairn the entire South China Sea, as depicted on maps
published by the Chinese n lW and 1965 and endorsed by an act of parliameht
in February 192 declaring sovereignty over the Spratly and Paracel islands. See
Brig. Gm. Dato Mohammed Ali Alwi, 'Conflicting Claims in the South China Sea',
Asian Defence lourrul, lvne 1992, p.12.
The annual publication fuutluast Asian Affairs, produced by the Singapore-based
lnstitute of Southeast Asian Shrdies, provides a good overview of political and
economic developments in the region.
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Malaysia, lndonesia, the Philippines, Brunei and Singapore).24 Recent

deveiopments in Thailand, focused that country's mari^tim9 interests,

snggesi that it nray now be moving to ioin maritime southeast Asia

also.

The importance of the maritime environment to the nations of
the region is apparent in their growing concerrls over maritime issues

such is offshore resources, seaborne trade, fishing rights, law of the
sea and maritirne safety and environmental concerrNi. It is also

reflected in a move towards developing maritime defence capabilities.

As another regional observer has noted, there has been a're€mergence
of the importance of seapower, until recently a neglectd dimension in
the defence calculations of regional states'.s

Much of this new focus is the result of UNCLOS, and the way
it has extended national claims to maritime territory and resources

and, coupled with advances in technology, has focused attention on
the ability to exploit the resources of the sea, both living and non-

living. In Southeast Asia, it has resulted in states that had never
previ,ously had boundaries with each other suddenly finding that they
now havi.25 The most hotly disputed area is the South China Sea, a

mapr route for regional and extra-regional maritime conunerce. Also,

there are numerous bilateral disputes over the ownership of various
islands or maritime boundary delimitations, including territorial seas,

contiguous zones, EEZs and continental shelves.

A complementary issue of significance to Australia is that
associated with the passage regimes of UNCLOS, especially in the
narrow shipping straits of Southeast Asia. Provisions about the

extension of territorial seas, the acceptance of archipelagic regimes and
the passage of shipping through straits used for international
navigation all impact on the affairs of the region. More significantly,
mant states have placed differing interpretations on provisions of
UNCLOS, and some have attempted to impose limitations on activities
under the regime. Indonesia, as an example, although daiming
archipelagic status, has not formally designated archipelagic sea

24

25

26

Cdre Teo Chee Hean, Maritime Power in South East Asia', lounol ol ttg Ausrrali,'r
Naw,l htstitub, November 19D1, p.9.
Tai Ming Cheung 'C-ommand bf the Seas', Fer Eastnn korcnic R@icu,27 lvly
1989,p.r6.
Teo Chee Hean, Maritime Power in South East Asia', p.14.
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lanes2T and in September 1988 declared a temporary closure of two
important shipping straits, much to the ire of traditional shipping
nations, including Aushalia.2S Maritime safety, especially in the Straits
of Malacca, is also of concern, and has led for calls from some regional
leaders for greater control, including the payment of levies to littoral
states to help maintain the waters of the region.29

The economies of Asia now account for more than 60 per cent
of Australia's exports and some 40 per cent of imports. Australia's
economic well-being is overwhelmingly linked to the well-being of
Asia.30 The fact that nearly all this trade between Aushalia and the
region is seaborne makes it imperative for Australia to work towards
the stability of the maritime regime in the region. As some analysts
have noted, of concern to Australia is the vulnerability of focal areas
and choke points in the confined waters of Southeast Asia, and the
need to concentrate on planning with like-minded states for conhol of
shipping in the event, however unlikely, of conflict.3l

The Indian Ocean

The Indian Ocean is the third largest of the world's oceans,
covering an area of 70 million square kilometres and washing the
shores of four continents including Australia. Its sheer size and vast
expanses have made its strategic importance somewhat of an enigma
for Australian poliry makers. Yet the region is richly endowed with
both natural and commercial resources and with ports that handle 25
per cent of world trade. Developments within the 36 independent
littoral and 11 hinterland states have demanded from time to time
more than just a cursory interest by Australia. The Department of
Foreign Affairs noted in a submission to an Australian Senate Standing

27 A, Bergrn, 'Developments in the Law of the Sea', Asian Defmce lounet,fanuary
192.o.%.2E D.R. frothwell, 'The Indonesian Straits Incident: Transit or Archipelagic Sea lanes
Pasvge?', Iularine Policy, Y o1.14, No.6 November 1990.1> YB Datuk Abdullah Ahmad Badawi, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Malaysia,
Keynote Address at the International Conferene on The Strait of Malaaa:
Meeting the Challenges of the 21st Cenh.ry, Kuala Lumpur, 14 June 1994.ru Scnator Gareth Evans, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, 'Aushalia and
ASEAN: Facing the New International Order', Statement to 6+7 Open Session,
ASEAN Post Ministerial Conference, 24luly 1992.
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Committee in7976 that'... Australia is a member nation of the Indian
Ocean littoral and as such is dependent on the viability of the Ocean
and the region for sea and air communication links, trade, cultural and
political relations, and regional progress to ensure our own
development. Any disruptions to the security and development of the
region will have repercussions in Australia'.g

More recently, it has been noted that '... sorre 30 per cent of
Australia's total foreign trade crosses the Indian Ocearu and access to
airspace - and to a lesser extent airports - in South Asia and the Gulf
region are important to civil aviation links with Europe. Australia's
goal is to see a stable regional environment, which provides maximum
scope for economic development and trade'.3 Ensuring fieedom of
trade and other communications, promoting the interests of the
Western community within the region, working actively to reduce
opportunities for conflict between regional states, preventing extra-
regional rivalry (and up until recently superpower rivalry) have been a
continuum of paramount importance for Australian security policy
makerc. In this respect there have been, and probably will continue to
be, circumstances where Australia will wish to be involved, in a
politico-military sense, in some of the more remote areas of the Indian
Ocean. Naval assets have provided the instrument in the past and
there is nothing to suggest that this will change in the future.a

Unfortunately, regional stability has not been a hallmark of the
Indian Ocean region in recent decades, with the mining of the Red Sea

in 198ai5 the Iran-Iraq war,s the mutual suspicions between India
and Pakistan, unrest in Sri Lanka and ongoing concern about the
leadership in Iraq. Developments in India have been the focus of
interest from time to time, especially in respect to its armed forces and

31 East Asia Analytical Unit, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Austrelia anil
North-Ftst Asia in tlu 7990s: Acczbrating Orangc (Australian Government
Publishing Service, Canberra, 1921, p.%.
Senate Standing C-ommittee on Foreign Affairs and Defene, Reprt otr Arulr'alb
mil tlc Inilbn Ocecn (Australian Government Publishing Servie, C-anbqra,7976),
p.r85.
Evans and Gran| Austrelia's Foreign Rclatiotts in tlv Workl of tlu 7990s,p242.
Kim Beaden The Two Ocean Navy', a speech to the Cmhe for Indian Ocean
Regional Studies, Curtin University of Technology, Perth, 28 Mardr 1988.
'Ftghting the Mines of August', Na osuteek (Bulletin), 21 August 19&4.
Anthony Walker, \ar 7: A Bloody Feud Drap on', Sydnq lvbning Henlil,23
September 1986, p.15 gives a good overview of what was a protracted conflict and
its effects on Gulf oil supplies.
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associated power-projection capabilities. Although it is recognised
that India's preoccupation has been with Pakistan and China, it is also
recognised that the Indian Navy is becoming capable of protecting
India's sea lines of communication and, more importantly (provided
India can overcome recent economic problems and maintain adequate
resources to the navy), it may continue to become'increasingly capable
of proiecting power as far south as Southern Africa and Western
Australia'.37 This has led Australian foreign policy makers to believe
that there remains an ongoing need to encourage'littoral countries and
other key players with legitimate interests in the region to agree on
measures which build confidence'. Notably, they have highlighted
measures wNch have a strong maritime flavour; the protection of sea

lines of communication, the prevention of incidents at sea and
environmental security measures for the protection of reefs and coastal
waters.$

The Changing Nature of the Shategic Environment

Both The Defence of Australia 1987 and Australia's Regional
Security were statements prepared in a strategic climate that on a
global dimension was dramatically different from that existing today.
In less than twelve months the world witnessed the total collapse of
the bipolar global structure and the possibility of a multipolar strategic
environment emerging. This has heralded an era where the promotion
of regional security in a multidimensional and multilateral way may
gather greater momentum. It opens the opportunity for what Gareth
Evans has described as '... a variety of programs that can involve all
countries in the region in activities that boost the confidence of each
other and at the same time weave a web of security cooperation
relations'.39

Yet, while there would now appear to be a decline in the
maritime activities of the former major naval powers in the region, the
United States and Russia, the developing maritime capabilities of

Austrdb's RegionoJ Seadty, para.S4.
Evans and Grant, Australia's Foreign Relations in the Workl of the 79Ns,p243.
Gareth Evans,'Aushalia's Approach to Asia Pacific Regional Seority', address to
the Institute of Public Affairs and Heritage Foundation Confermce, Tomorrow's
Pacifig Canberra, 15 July 1992, p.4.
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regional nations (especially in Southeast Asia)o make Australia's
strategic environment increasingly more complex. The risk of
miscalculation and misunderstanding, particularly between naval
forces, is heightened in a region where maritinre matters are high on
the agenda. Issues such as maritime claims (especially with respect to
the South China Sea), piracy, and marine pollutiory while activating
some dialoguefr are far from benign and have the potential to disrupt
the stability of this very important maritime strategic environrnent.
Added to this is the national self-confidence of many regional
countries# and their sensitivity to what they perceive to be external
interference in their affairs.43

From an Australian perspective, maritime capabilities and
assets offer a particularly convenient way in which to pursue a
cooperative approach. The desire to have freedom of navigation for
both military and commercial traffic is a mutual interest shared by
most maritime nations, and is a very good starting point for any
discussion on mutual security interests. Additionally, the commonality
of training, and to a certain extent dochine, received and used by the
navies across the full breadth of the region means that they already
have a certain familiarity, which will enhance the ability for pint
operations.4 |oint operations in the maritime envirorunent usually
seem to involve fewer complications and cause less friction to local
sensitivities than those in the land environment.4S The recent concernri

P. Dibb,'Focusing the CSBM Agenda', paper delivered to Workshop A1 at the 6th
Asia-Pacific Roundtable on Confidence Building and C.onflid Reduction in the
Pacific, Kuala Lrunpur, 21-25 June 1992, higflights the extent of these capability
developments.
Se S. Burrell,'ASEAN Takes First Step into Regional Security Role', Austrclint
Fbunciel R@ieut,22 luly 1992; and R. Tasker, 'Facing up to Security', Fer Erctan
Fsttonic Rniao, 5 August 792, pp.&9.
For the effect of this on naval developments in the Paci.fic, see Geoffrey fiIt
Navies and Security Policy in the Pacific Rim', Naaal Foras, YoLXJ, No.l, 1990,
pp.49-56.
'KL Wants London to Seek Consent for Anti-piracy Moves', Slrraits Tines,2SMay
1992,p.18.
There are still many senior officers of the C-ommonwealth navies (India, Pakistan,
Malapia, Singapore and Australia) who underwent haining in the United
Kingdom, and a growing band of less senior officers who have undertaken
training in the United States, along with officers from Indonesia, Thailand, the
Philippines and some of the Gulf states.
Thns, while AusFalia's Regional Seatrity, para.87, identifies the probleurs
associated with a military presence and its possible effects on local sensitivities, it
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expressed by both Australian government members and purnalists,
about the training of troops from Kopassus (the Indonesian Special
Forces) by the Australian Special Air Service, illustrate this point only
too well.6

The maritime environment seems to suffer less from the
restrictive imperatives of sovereignty that complicate the deployment
of ground forces to another country. Experience with coalition
building to date has shown that the available maritime forces can be
quickly formed, with command and control, ships' disposition, and
force operational assignment all modified for the task at hand. When,
for some national reason, forces from a particular country cannot
participate in part of the operation, temporary withdrawal is a much
easier task at sea,47 and is less likely to attract attention and cause
political embarrassment. Moreover, as one author has noted, 'an
Australian niche in maritime Southeast Asia would provide an entr6e
to wider multilateral cooperation should it eventuate through ASEAN
efforts'.4

does not appear to consider the dear differentiation between the maritime
environment and the land environment.
Brian Toohey, 'Human Righs a Distant Second' , Sun-Heralil,T August 1994, p39.
C-ommander M.N. Pocalyko, 'Future of Force in Maritime Europe', U.S. N4mI
Institutc Prx.eeilings, August 19/2, pp.G47.
Philip Methven, The Fioe Power Defence Anangenents aad Military Cmpetilm
among lhe ,qSEAN Statcs: Incomptible Models pr Security in Soutfuest Asie?,
Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defene No.92 (Strategic and Defene Shrdieg
Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, 1992), p.184.
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CHAPTER 5

THE NAVY AND A POSITIVE SECURITY
ENIVIRONMENT

Australia's military capability, although designed specifically
for the defensive role ... has a utility in the protection of our
security - and by extension, the region's - that goes hyond
this. It provides the foundation for our capacity to contribute
to a positive security environment through the exercise of
what might be described as military diplomacy, or politico-
military capability.

Gareth Evansl

Until the tabling of Australia's Regbnal Security, policy makers
in Australia had shown a reluctance to enunciate the nexus between
military power and foreign policy. The role of the military, and
particularly the navy, as a diplomatic instrument in pursuing national
security objectives received little notice, probably due to a view among
the bureaucracy that navies are not technically acquired or designed to
conduct naval diplomacy.2 Yet, as one group of scholars points out,
there are seven peacetime roles in foreign policy exercised by navies.
These are, 'besides acting as a symbol of sovereignty, a backdrop for
diplomacy, and a signal of commitment: deterrence, denial,
compellence, acquisition, intervention, counter-interventiory and
collective action'.3

While these roles are perhaps applicable to great powers or
superpowers, for a medium power like Australia they can be refined
down to activities that are less assertive and in all likelihood reflect the
following characteristics:

o a show of tangible support for friends and allies (a sigtal of
commitment) and support for collective security activities;

! ertuotio'sRegiorul Searity,pan.Tl.
: G.Til, Modon Sea Poun: Anlntroihtctbn (Brassey's, London, 79f37),p.187.
" W.I.Taylor and AJ. Cottrell,'Stability, Political Decay, and Navies', @ligVd2Q

No3, Fall 7982,p.579.
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o attempts to coerce other nations to desist from conducting
activities that are inimical to Australian interests (deterrencel;

. neutralisation of similar activities by other naval powers
(dcnial);

o the advertisement of Australian sea-power capabilities
('shwing the flag');

. to a very limited extent, attempts to get others to behave in a
way that is acceptable to Australia (persuasion); and

o building confidence through dialogue and cooperatiory and
fostering regional resilience (partnership).

Evidence suggests that, over recent years, use of the navy has
been characterised by such activities. It is a use that governments
should not be ashamed of, especially if it works to create a general
strategic climate favourable to Australia's interests. In the words of one
senior naval officer, Australia, through its navy, is exercising influence
by simply being there.4

Interestingly, Paul Dibb in his Ratiew of Australia's Det'ence
Capabilitire, acknowledged 'the Defence contribution to broader foreign
policy objectives', but foresaw the problems highlighted by Till, in that
the concept of influence does not assist in decision making for
capability needs.S There was nothing new in this view. As one former
Secretary of both the Department of Foreign Affairs and the
Department of Defence complained over a decade dgo, '... defence
planning is about the future over a longer time scale than diplomats, or
governments too, are inclined to look. For defence decision making
there is always doubt about the nature and extent of force
contributions that future Australian Governments are likely to want to
make in external situations in the ensuring decades...'.5

It would appear, however, that diplomats and governments in
Australia have begun to realise the advantages of maritime forces in a
region of primary strategic interest where maritime issues are high on
the agenda, when achieving national security means using all means

Hudson,'RAN Achieving Ib Ambilious Goals', p.12.
Rzoicto $ Australb's Defence Cnpbilities, p.7.
Sir Arthur Tange, 'Defence Policy and Foreign Policy - Some Interactions',
Australian Foreign Affairs Reoieto,Yol.53, No.l, January 1982, p.9.
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available to influence 'other countries to take decisions, which are

helpful to us or to avoid taking decisions, which are not helpful to us'.7

The Navy and Support of Foreign Policy

Historical Puspectiae
Before the early 1970s, Australia's defence policy was

invariably woven into the preparation of forces to fight alongside great

and powerful friends, which in turn reflected the conduct of foreign
poliry and the employment of instruments such as the navy to suPPort

ioreign policy. Australia sought security through what one writer has

termed itrategic interdependence, and this had seen naval doctrines
and capabilities 'evolved in support of deterrence and collective
defence under the American umbrella'.6

Since that time, under a defence Policy of self-reliance,

Australia has slowly withdrawn from the 'drug of strategic
interdependenc€', and this has meant an expanded role for naval forces
in supporting national security Policy in peacetime. The decisign by
the British to withdraw from east of Suez and the United States'

enunciation of the Guam doctrine, along with a change in government
in Ausbalia in December 1972, saw Australia take a more independent
slance in international affairs, a stance that was intended to be less

militarily oriented.9 As history now suggests, that meant fuwer troops
stationed overseas, less dependence on great and powerful friends and
greater use of the ships of the RAN as an instrument in support of
Australian foreign poliry.

Thus while the decision was made to withdraw ground forces

from Southeast Asia and to'never again garrison troops abroad as Part
of a military commitment to involve thiJcountry in Asian wars',lo the

Shrart Harris, Secretary of Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 'Australian
Foreigrr Policy and lts-Links wi0r Defence Policy', speech delivered at the RAAF
Staff Gollege, Canberra, May 1988.
Radm F.lt. Crickard, RCN, 'Naval Dplomacy and Meditrm Powers: A Tale of
Two Navies', paper delivered to conference on Maritime lnterests, Conllicl and the
law of the Sea, Halifax, Nova Scotia, 2G23 fune 1997, p.4.
Cunent Notls on Intcrnatiotul Affais, Vol.43, No.l2, December 1972,p.619.
EG. Whitlam, 'Aushalia's Foreign Policy: New Directions, New Definitions',
Twmty-fourth Roy Milne Lecture, Australian Instihrte of lnternational Affairs,
Brisbane, 30 November 1 973.
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Defence Reports for the period 7972 to 192 continued to report the

permanent stationing of at least one major surface combatant in
Southeast Asia, and the deployment of at least one submarine for two
15-week periods each year.

More importantly, events in the Indian Ocean focused
Australian foreign policy initiatives, and subsequently the
employment of RAN ships, on that region. A concept that the Indian
Ocean be declared a zone of peace had emerged at the non-aligned
movement sumrnit meeting in Lusaka in'1,970, and was subsequently a
Sri Lankan-sponsored Resolution (2832) adopted by the UN General
Assembly on 16 December 1971. Australia abstained from voting on
this on the basis that it affected national security and that there had
been no thorough study of the implications of the resolution, which
among other things called for the elimination of all military bases,
install,ations and 

-supply 
facilities in the Indian Ocean region.ll

Significantly, by mid-1973 the Department of Defence was reporting
that an Indian Ocean littoral cruise, designed to contribute to the
development of our common interests with countries bordering the
Indian Ocean area, had been successfully conducted by three maior
combatants of the RAN early that year.12 The navy had thus been
used as a signal of Australia's commitment to the region.

The focus on strategic securify matters closer to home also saw
increased attention being paid to Indonesia, which led in fune 1972to a

visit by the then Prime Minister, William McMahon. If the
communiqu6 issued at the end of the visit is anything to go by,
maritime issues were high on the agenda.l3 In October 1972 the RAN
commenced a series of bilateral naval exercises with Indonesia, which
were to continue on a regular basis until 1984.14 Activities in the
Southwest Pacific region, however, wcre very low-key. One important
use of a major surface unit in this region was the dispatch of the
replenishment vessel HMAS Supply to support two New Zealand
frigates in a joint protest against the continuance of French nuclear

11

12

13

74

The Indian Ocean Zone of Peace', Australian Foreign Affairs Record, Vol.45, No.l,
January 1974, p.34.
Defmce Reprt 1973 (Australian Govemment Publishing Service, C-anberra, 1973),

P.10.
The communiqu6 focused substantially on negotiations over seabed boundaries.
See Currral NoEs on Internatiotal At'fairs, Vol.tt3, No.6, June1972,p.27O'
Hansail, House of Representatives, Vo1.154, 6May 7987,pp.2751-27&.
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tests in the Pacific during mid-1974.1s In a way this was an example of
coercive diplornacy, which conhibuted to some minor success, with
the French agreeing to conduct all future tests in the Pacific
underground.

The return to power of a non-Labour goverrrment at the end of
1975 saw a subtle change in policy, which in reinforcing Australia's
comrnitment to the Western alliancre (and especially to her two
traditional friends, the United States and Britain) saw the navy again
deploying further afield. In1976 the first visits since 1966 were paid to
the west coast of the United States and Canada,l5 and in 7977 two
maFr combatants ventured to the Unitd Kingdom for the Royd Fleet
Review at Spithead.lT The government supported US development of
facilities at Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean,l8 and an increased
emphasis was placed on exercising with Australia's traditional allies in
this region. The above policies, combined with the 1975 Defence White
Paper's acknowledgment of increased scope for cooperative defence
activity in the Southwest Pacific,l9 would appear to have placed a
strain on the RAN's resources, and from 1978 permanent stationing of
a surface combatant in Southeast Asia ceased.

In addition to the activities outlined above, a surface
combatant conducted a visit to fapan in 7972]0 following the signing
of the Basic Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation between Australia
and |apan in |une 7976.21 A ship visit to an Indian port was also
conducted in 1979, at a time when Australia was making significant
diplomatic moves within the Commonwealth of NationsP of which
India was a significant player. Both could be construed as classic
examples of 'showing the flag'.

Defarcz Rqrrt 7974 (Australian C,overnment Publishing Service, Canberra, 1974),
P.l0.
Def"ntc Report 1976 (Australian Govemment Publishing Service, C-anbdna, 19761,
P.lI.
Dcfene Re?otl 7977 (Australian Govemment Publishing Service, C-anbrta, l9Vl,
P.14.
Austrelian Forcign Affairs Reand,Yol.47, No.3, Mardr 7976, pp.l&l@; and lbtd.,
Vol.4Z No.11, November 1974 pp.59&&n
Aus bd bn Defcncc, par a.46.
Wno Report 7977-78 (Aushalian Government Publistring Service, C-anberra,
7978),p.r3.
Ausbdien Foeign Affeirs Reolril,Yol.47, No.6, June lWQpp3l*3X).
Millar, Austrelie in Peace erul War,p.352.
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The next significant development for the navy in its
employment in a diplomatic sense was the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan in the closing days of 1979. In a major speech to the
parliament, the Prime Minister, Malcolm Fraser, whilst acknowledging
the limits of Aushalia's power and influence, announced a number of
measures against the Soviet Union and several measures to strengthen
Australia's military security posture. Significantly, he signalled an
immediate increase in operations in the Indian Ocean, to include extra
surveillance flights, naval patrolling, visits to littoral states and
exercising with friendly forces in the region. He went on to point out
that Australia's involvement in the Indian Ocean would be an
independent national effort.23 Again the navy provided the politico-
military instrument and it was subsequently announced that a carrier
task force would deploy by the end of the year as a demonstration of
Australia's continuing interest in the security of the Indian Ocean.24

Activity by naval units throughout the Indian Ocean, with the prime
focus on the Arabian Sea, continued through the early 1980s, although
resource limitations again affected the extent of those operations, with
the Defence Reports of 1983 and 1984 reporting only single-ship
deployments.

A change of government in March 1983, and more importantly
an outbreak of hostilities between Iran and Iraq in 1984, brought about
a refocusing of diplomatic attention on the Indian Ocean, and the
consequent call on the navy for increased activity in support of foreign
policy. In a speech on 20 Iune 1984, the Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Bill Hayden, outlined a reappraisal of govcrnment policies, with new
priorities that included a higher and busicr profile around the Indian
Ocean to be achieved through a 'regular program of naval visits
through the region'.25 In a reply to a question in the Senate in
September 1983, the then Attorney Ceneral had noted that, while
acting in its own self-interest in the Indian Ocean, Australia 'would
also be playing a valuable role in support of broader Western
objectives'and that it was the view of the government that naval visits
to Indian ftean countries were well regarded and served a valuable

Hanxril,Hovx of Representatives, Vol.l 17, 19 February 7980, pp.24.25.
Australian Foreign Affairs Remril,Yol.5'1, No.4, April 1980, pp.18104.
Bill Hayden, 'Australian Government's Views on the Indian Ocean', speech to the
Australian Instihrte of International Affairs, Perth, 20 June 1984 in Australian
Fneign Affairs Rccoril,Yol.55, No.5, June 1984, pp.576584.
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foreign pollcy purpose.2s This activity was to continue until the end of
1986, when resource pressures and a new focus on ar€as closer to
home (enunciated first in the Dibb Report, and subsequently n TIE
Defarce of Australia 1987) restricted naval deployments to the closer
confines of Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific.

Ships of the RAN had also been used in support of other
diplomatic initiatives in the early 1980s. In continuing efforb tio

promote friendly relations with China, a visit had been paid to that
country in fanuary 1981 by the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Tony
Street, during which time agreement was reached on the exchange of
defence attach6s.27 Before the year was out, the Deparhnent of Foreign
Affairs was reporting on a 'highly successful good will visit to
Shanghai'by an Ausbalian warship.28 Additionally, the Departnent
of Foreign Affairs was focusing more attention on Northeast Asia and
Australia's growing commercial links with countries in that regiory
and in late 1981 the government expressed a desire for a progressive
broadening of Australia's relationship with Korea.29 Not surprisinglp
a four-ship task force departed Australia in early 1983, conducting port
visits in |apan and Korea, the latter being the first to that country since
1968.?0 Naval activities in the Southwest Pacific appear to have
remained low-key during this period, probably due to resouroe
constraints, although greater use was being made of patrol boats.3l

The thrust of the Dibb Review and the subsequent policy
statement, The Defence of Australia 7987, was to refocus if not the
entirety of national security policy, then at least the defence aspects of
it, back doser to home. The Dibb Review received considerable
criticism as being isolationist, and was seen by some as raising
suggestions that 'the country might be opting out of regional

Senatror Gareth Evans, WeekJy Hansard, Senate, No.7,8 September 1983, p.529.
Australien Forcign Affairs Rcaril,YoLi2, No.2, February 19E1, p,E9.
ibid., Vol.52, No.ll, November 19E1, p.546.
ibid., Vol.52, No.10, October 1981, p.521.
Defenu RcWt 7982-83 (Austsalian Government Publishing Service, C-anberra,
1983), p.9. A delay of twelve months between foreign policy initiatives and the
use of naval units to show the flag would generally be about the norul giwn the
intricacies of ship programming especially where more than one q two shipe are
involved.
Defene Ra7rirt 7984-85 (Ausualian Government Publishing Servie, C-anberra,
79t15),p.2..
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responsibilitie'. The subsequent pohcy statement went some way to
allaying these fears but, in defining an area of military interest closer to
home, suggesEd that the ADF would confine its activities in the rnain
to Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific.32 The deployments of
naval units over the next two years support this, being primarily
confined to those regions. In April 1985, in response to a question in
the Senate, Garcth Evans noted that attempts would be made to extend
naval exercises with Indonesia, last held in 1984, and noted that they
contributed 'to the development of a mature and mutually beneficial
defence relationship with Indonesia, which supports our own corrunon
interest in regional stability and security'.3 Unfortunately, articles in
the Australian press accusing the Indonesian leadership of
cormptiong and Indonesian uneasiness with the defence posture
emanating from the Dibb Revie$' and its perceived implication that
Indonesia was officially considered a threat to Australiap placed a
dampener on relations and combined naval exercises between the two
navies did not resume until 1989.

In the Southwest Pacific, growing signs of internal instability
within some island states were of rnore pressing concern and in a
maFr policy speech to parliament in early 1987, the Defence Minister,
Kim Beazley, announced a number of initiatives to help protect and
extend the strategic interests that Australia shared with its island
neighbours. Fotemost anpng these measures was to be 'increasing
numbers of Royal Australian Nayy ship deployments to the island
countries'.s Additionally, in early 1988 he announced that, following
agreement with Malaysia and Singapore on increased RAN
deployments to Southeast Asian waters, the RAN would embark on a
continuous preeenae through rolling deployments to that region.37

By the end of 1988, the Chief of the Naval SAff was reporting
that in response to these new initiatives the RAN in 1987 had
conducted 67 port visib in the Southwest Pacific, with 92 having been

SGe Peter Hendersor, 'Isolationist Trm& in Dibb Report', Paciftc Dcftne REprIer,
September 19%, p.*9; and Ian Hamilton, 'Defene White Paper', Prcific Defcnce
Rc7rrt t, Aptdl 1987, pp.7923.
Hanaill,tuvte,l4 Apdl 1!ts5, p.1535.
Sythty Monthg Ha&l, l0 Apirl l9%.
Methven, The F iu Potxt Deft:ne Armngenats ..., p.727.
Henxtil, Hotl.ae of Rep,resentatives, Vo1.153, 20 February 7987, p.433.
ibid, Vo1.159, Zl February 1988, p.5@; and. Deftne Rr7ort 798748 (Australian
Covernment Publishing Service, C-anberra, 1988), p.60.
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planned for 1988. Additionally,25 port visits had been conducd in
Southeast Asia in 1987 with 45 planned for 1988.s This was both a
signal of commibnent and a strategy of neutralising the activities of
others (denial).3e

Since the late 1980s the ADF, and the navy in partiorlar, has
played the preeminent role in Australia's development, in
consultation with the island states, of a comprehensive maritime
surveillance regime. This includes the provision of patrol boats and
appropriate support to eleven countries in the regiory along with a
comprehensive computer-aided data management and
communications system. Kim Beazley, as Defence Minister,
acknowledged that the nations of the South Pacific would continue to
depend 'on countries like Australia and New Zealand to provide the
higher levels of capability nec€ssary to supplement improving but
generally srnall regional forces and to assist in the linkages between
the efforts of individual countries'.40

With respect to the South Pacific, it could be inferred that the
governrnent in recent years has also attempted to use the issue of ship
visits as a weapon of coercion, in the sense of attempting to get
political leaders in the small island states to curb certain activities, or to
behave in a way that is acceptable to Aushalia. When announcing
sanctions against Fiji in 1982 the then Prime Minister, Robert Hawke,
noted that they would include the suspension of all routine RAI.I
visitsll following a diplomatic stand-off with Vanuatu, the Prime
Minister, Paul Keating, announced a ban of all Australian naval visits
until the end of 7992.42 While there is unlikely to be any public
admission of intent, the deployment of an RAIrI task group to the
vicinity of Fiii in May 1987, whilst standing by to evacuate Aushalian
nationals if the need arose, would have sent a message to coup leaders
that Australia was perhaps prepared to intervene to protect its
interests if required, and may have been an attempt by Australia to

Hudson, 'RAN Achieving Ic Ambitious Goals', p.13.
Kim Beadey, Ministerial Statement, 'Defence Initiatives in the South Pacific',
Hannril,Hort* of Representatives, 20 February 7987, p.433.
Kim Beadey, 'Australia and the Region: The Next Twenty Years', ad&eEs to th€
Summer School, University of Western Aushalia, 17 January 1989.
Austtalbn Foreign Affuirs Rzaril,Y ol'58, No.5, May 198/, p287.
Cenbna T inrs,, 30 luly 1992.
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exercise a form of persuasion, on the political 6lite in Fiji, to cease what
was considered unacceptable behaviour.

Finally, the invasion of Kuwait by Iraq in August 1990 invoked
an Aushalian response as part of a multinational naval force enforcing
UN sanctions. Again, the flexibility and effectiveness of naval forces as
an instrument of national security poliry was exemplified by the ready
deployment of a naval task group. As a military instrument they
offered flexibility, promptness, low visibility, sustainability, but most
importantly their manoeuwability allowed the government to control
Australia's commitment in a graduated sense. This exemplified the
argument that naval forces can be inserted and withdrawn with far
more ease than can other elements of military power, their inherent
mobility allowing them to maintain a presence without infringing
territorial or over-flying rights, and if necessary not relying on staging
facilities or host nation support for prolonged periods.€ Naval forces
continue to offer government high political rehrrns at relatively low
risk.

Presmt anil Future Trenils

Strategic Raiats 1993 offers a useful insight into the Defence
Department's views on Australia's strategic environment and on the
part that the ADF should play in setting national security obiectives
and in providing the means by which they will be realised. As could
be expected, it concentrates on the warfighting aspects of defence
operations, but acknowledges the need to play an active and
constructive role on regional strategic issues.& Most importantly, it
acknowledges the increasing maritime emphasis in the region, and
particularly in countries to Australia's near north.45 It is perhaps the
final step in the defence planning evolution from a focus on and
identification of threats to recognition of the role played by ADF
capabilities in promoting a favourable strategic environment, aimed at
preventing threats from arising.

The document notes the need to expand Australia's defence
contacts with japan; this perhaps explains the reason behind the

Sir fulian Oswald, The Readr and Scope of Maritime Power', RLISI lournal,
Vol.13$ No.2, Summer 1990, p.14.
S trategic Rmiao 199 3, p.59.
ibid., p.ll.
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deployments of RAN task groups to japan in 1990 and 1993 and

suggests that further deployments will be asked of the navy. One area

wlie"e the navy rnay be well placed to assist is the integration of laPan
into any regional security regime. As one scholar has noted, ASEAI{
countries wbuld prefer to see ]apan being embedded in regional or UN
security regimes rather than proiecting military Power on her own. In
this respect they welcomed the Australian initiilives to get laPan
involved in the Cambodian peacemaking process.6

Australia's continued commitment to the Five Power Defence
Arrangements, the acknowledgment of the increasing importance of
maritime issues within the region of primary strategic interest, the
continued importance of the US alliance, and the provision of support
to UN collective security arrangements - all will continue to call for a
large input from naval forces. Some reports suSSest that this is already
causing the RAN difficulties in meeting all its peacetime security
commitments.4T

With the pay-lng off of surface units to meet the introduction of
new and replacement capabilities, the RAN has been left with 12 mapr
surface combatants, 3 support ships and 15 pabol boats to meet

commitments that presently stretch from the Red Sea in the west,
across the broad expanses of the Pacific, and well north into Asia. This
is particularly significant when it is noted that officers in the
Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade are flagging the importance
of putting practical measures into place in terms of regional security
cooperation, measures with a predominant focus on matters
maritime.48 Yet ADF force structure and concePts of operations remain
predicated not so much on the part military capabilities play in
fostering a positive security environment, to Prevent threats from
arising, but more on an analysis of the credible contingencies the ADF
mighfhave to face in the defence of Australia.49

Jung-Hoo [.ee, 'Asian Reactions', paper delivered to !apa1 and Peace&eeping
Operations Workshop, University of Newcastle (UK), 19 Mardt 191.
David Jenkins, Y/hy the Navy Has Little Room to Manoeuvre', Sythuy lvtnnhg
Haakl,6luly 792,p.15.
Rory Steele, Assistant Secretary of the lntelligene and Ddme Brandu
Deparhrent of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 'Prospects for Regiond Secruity
Cooperation', speech delivered to the CGS Land Warfare Conferene, Ihrwin, 9
April 192.
The rationale for this is explained in Paul Dibb, TrE ConccVtuel Bnsb $ Ausfielb3
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In his statement on regional security in 1989, the Minister for
Foreign Affairs singled out the diplomatic and public relations value of
ships' visits in enhancing Australia's reputation and in supporting
diplomatic presence.so As noted by Ken Booth, port visits in support
of diplomatic endeavours is an activity which represents the nrost
public face that a navy can present. These visits take two distinct
forms: operational calls and specific goodwill or formal visib.
Operational calls are those port visits whose basic reason is to fulfil the
operational requirements of the vessels concerned. Essentially they
occur to enable vessels either exercising in or transiting a particular
area to replenish supplies, conduct maintenance or provide crew rest
and recreation. Goodwill or formal visits are conducted more
specifically to support national diplomatic efforts. They can be used to
make an outward and formal linkage between national policy and
some event or policy associated with the state being visited.

Both types of visit are designed to enhance Australian national
standing within the nation visited, and activities conducted cover the
full spectrum from sporting and social contacts with the local
community through specific aid initiatives and welfare proiects to full
ceremonial activities involving local dignitaries, often highly symbolic
in nature.Sl

The value of naval forces in supporting diplomatic efforts
would appear to be well recognised within the Department of Foreign
Affairs and the higher echelons of government. In his May 1992

announcement about the restoration of full relations with Fiji, the
Prime Minister, Paul Keating, noted that'renewed defence aid would
initially concentrate on maritime surveillance and training and would
include Australian navy visits to Fiii'.s2 With the break-up of the
Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War, it would not be surprising
if diplomatic initiatives to create commercial links, especially with

Defence No.88 (Strategic and Defence Snrdies C-entre, Australian National
University, Canberra, 192). Although the author does acknowledge the balance
may not be right, he does not concede this as being a fault of the onceptual basis
followe4 although he does wonder why it has received sudr little acceptanc€
outside the defence hierarchv.
Austratia's Regbnat Security, para. 76.
Booth, Nazas oil Foreign Policy, pp.4{45.
Age,T0luly 1992,p.7.
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Pacific Russia,s were to result in an RAN ship visit to Vladivostok
Any move toward defence links will undoubtedly involve, initially,
naval forces exercising in concert with each other. Already, the RAN
has renewed ties with the Indian Navy, conducting irint exercises in
the Bay of Bengal in November 7997, the first Indo-Australian pint
naval manoeuwes in 28 years.g

Operationally in 1993, the RAN expanded its mapr fleet
training exercise to indude participation and/or observer status for a
number of neighbours,Ss and there has been increasing dialogue and
interaction between the operational staff of the RAN Fleet and their
counterparts in most Asia-Pacific navies.

Another area of operations likely to involve naval units is
attempts to enhance UN collective securi$r activities. Already, there
have been proposals that the United Nations should develop a more
permanent standing naval force, whose main roles would be peace

Lnforcement, maritime policing and humanitarian intervention.S5 The
RAN continued to participate in a multinational naval force
implementing sanctionl against Iraq until the end of l993,sz and such
issues as the Spratly Islands dispute have the potential to call for
sbonger UN action in a region closer to home. Care of courte must be
taken here to ensure that any initiatives, be they UN*ponsored or
otherwisg are in accord with the wishes of regional counties. The
good relations that the RAN currently has with all regional navies
provide an excellent starting point for future regional cooperation on
such issues.

While undoubtedly there will be some political and
operational problems associated with naval peacekeeping, therc arc a
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number of historical examples dating back pre-Second World War that
suggest that it is a viable option. Non-intervention patrols during the
Spanish Civil War, South Korea, mine clearance in the Suez Canal and
the blockades during the Beira patrol and Gulf War, and more recently
in the Adriatic, are just some of these.

While the most dramatic events of peacekeeping operations, at
least as portrayed by the world's media, tend to occur on land, there
are a number of valuable rolcs played by navies in the
peacekeeping/making process. At the lowest level, maritime forces
can be used in a purely surveillance role to monitor maritime
movements, with no provision at such a stage for search and/or
detention. At the next level are those operations associated with
sanctions, which in order to be truly effective have to cover land, air,
and riverine traffic, as well as sea traffic. Noting the amount of cargo
that travels by sea, especially strategic fuels, sea blockade is
particularly effective, and although the results may be dramatic, the
low profile of the maritime environment means that it does not get the
same public attention as other land-based peacekeeping/making
operations.

Ultimately, peacekeeping and peacemaking will be about the
use of multinational military forces ashore in an active role. The
effectiveness of maritime elements is that they can have those forces
embarked, waiting out of sight for protracted periods, 'maintaining a
presence while diplomatic processes continue'. Once the decision to
put forces ashore has been made, the vessels with land elements
embarked can approach the shore, land their forces and then remain
close offshore in support.s8

Iow-intensity operations associated with maritime policing
could also develop under a UN banner, dealing with such issues as
drift-net fishing, whaling, narcotics smuggling, maritime terrorism,
protection of offshore resources and installations, piracy, and marine
polluti6n.s9

Finally there is the ongoing commitment to humanitarian aid,
some of it requiring the uplifting of large amounts of stores, and in
some cases access by sea is the only immediate avenue of delivery.
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In support of UN operations that may involve other units of
the ADF, thelhoat support forces of the RAN may be the only viable

option for providing transport for personnel and logistics. A most

recent example of this was Operation Solace, where the RAN's afloat
support force provided strategic sea transport for 1 RAR Battalion
Gto"p to Somalia. One unit then remained in the area as part of the

Multinational Naval Force, providing logistic, communication,
intelligence and air support to both Austrilian ind coalition forces.fl

The Navy and Confidence Building
The concept of confidence building has been getting

considerable attention in recent years. Early in 199?-, the retiring
Secretary of the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade noted that
during 1991 Australia had played an active and influential role in
regional security and that, despite the end of the Cold War,
untertainties remained in the Asia-Pacific region. He emphasised the
need for 'further evolution in our approach to regional secrrrity,

including dialogues, cooperation and 
-confidence building'.6r In

Australia's prirnary area of strategic interest the ADR and the RAN in
particular, have been key players in pursuing these initiatives. In a
iegion that is still comparatively young in post-colonial terrns, and
sensitive to outside interference (especially on issue that relate to
national security or impinge on a new-found independence) this
requires an appioach tha[ is ieceptive to regional needs.@

In this respect the navy, in concert with the diplomatic arms of
the Australian security machinery, has been following what one writer
has termed the building-block'approachp establishing dialogue with
regional navies on issues of mutual concern. In fact the most
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significant process in promoting confidence and cooperation on a
multilateral dimension in the maritime environment of the Western
Pacific has been one of dialogue between the naval professionals of the
region. Dialogue has been conducted at a variety of levels and this is
by necessity a slow process in terms of hard outcomes, although recent
experience suggests that patience is starting to pay dividends.

The RAN has worked hard to develop this dialogue and
cooperation. In 1989, it formed the Maritime Studies Program under
Commodore Sam Bateman with a charter to build better dialogue with
regional navies on maritime strategic issues. Since its inception the
small team associated with that programme has:

. developed a wide range of regional contacts;

. every six months brought together junior officers from around
the Western Pacific at the RAN funior Officers Maritime
Studies Period, which involves not only naval personnel, but
also people from a cross-section of organisations with an
interest in the maritime strategic environmen!

. delivered papers to and participated actively in seminars and
workshops conducted by a wide cross-section of organisations
interested in promoting regional stability; and

. organised and hosted two major conferences, which have
brought together senior naval officers and others from around
the region to participate in dialogue on a range of maritime
sc'curity and strategic issues.

The real 'iewel in the crown' of naval cooperation and dialogue
on a multilateral basis in the Western Pacific has been the Western
Pacific Naval Symposium (WPNS). This was an initiative which had its
genesis in Australia's bicentennial celcbrations in 1988, when the then
Chief of Naval Stafl Vice-Admiral M.W. Hudson, RAN invited his
counterparts from around the Western Pacific to Sydney to get
together to discuss maritime security issues. It was very much a first
attempt at finding a corrunon purpose and harmonising outlooks, and
brought together representatives at the most senior level from the
navies of the ASEAN states, the United States, Japan, the Republic of
Korea, the People's Republic of China, Papua New Guinea, Australia
and New Zealand. In initial discussions, law of the sea and the
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protection of sea lines of communication (SLOCs) received most
attention.

The success of this initiative was measured by the fact that all
agreed that it should become a regular forum for such dialogue and
be held on a biennial basis. WPNS 2 was held in Bangkok in 1990. At
that meeting the senior naval representatives saw the need to expand
their dialogue to include discussions at the working level, with the
view to operationalising some of the cooperative endeavours being
suggested both in their discussions and elsewhere. The areas

considered worthy of discussion at the working level were those

related to SLOC security and the need for procedures which allowed
for the exchange of information on maritime activities of common
conc€rn. The general thrust was not to erect new structures for
multilateral naval operations but to harmonise existing procedures.

The first workshop was held in Sydney in |uly 192, and the
rank of representatives was intentionally kept at naval captain or
below. An RAN captain chaired the inaugural workshop whidr was
aftended by delegates from fapan, the United States, South Korea,
Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, New Zealand and Papua New Guinea.

Applyrng the building-block approach, the worlcshop
investigated areas of colrunon concern and ways in which maritirne
information exchange could be improved. Noting that in each country
there exists a myriad of organisations with responsibilities for
maritime safety and security issues, the workshop identified the need

to produce a digest listing organisations and contacts, to be issued to
units of all participating navies as a means of furthering timely
information exchange. Possible standard operating procedures for
communications contacts between naval units were also explored,
with each representative passing back to his parent organisation
concepts for later discussion at WPNS 3, which was hosted by ttre US
Navy in Hawaii in November 7992.

WPNS 3 fully endorsed the modest achievements of the
inaugural workshop and went further, by directing that a second
workshop be held in 1993 and that it proceed with the development of
a Maritime Information Exchange Directory and also consider the
issue of interoperability in the multilateral naval framework, the need
for a common tactical signals manual and the conduct of a Command
Post Exercise (CPX) to help develop corunon doctrine and
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publications.a The last initiative reflects the resource constraints
increasingly placed on the navies of the region, possibly because of the
increase in bilateral activity, and this may well be the catalyst that
drives them towards multilateral exercises in the future.

The second workshop convened in Singapore in July 1993 and
all WPNS navies, with the exception of the Philippines and the
People's Republic of China, sent representatives. Discussions at this
workshop were quite open and frank and progress was significant in
two key areas: in advancing the initiatives already begun and in the
growing confidence in the value of the workshop process.

As the result of the workshop a Maritime Information
Exchange Directory will be compiled, for endorsement by WPNS 4 at
Penang, Malaysia in November 1.994. The Directory will provide
advice on communications lines to be used for the voluntary reporting
of time-critical information on maritime activities by naval ships and
aircraft when transiting a fellow member's EEZ or territorial waters, or
other waters of mutual interest such as search and rescue (SAru areas.
Activities covered include marine pollution, search and rescue,
humanitarian activities, suspicious actions that may indicate illegal
activity including drug smuggling, piracy and fisheries infringements.
As noted by Ball and Swinnerton:

The development of common procedures for communication
between regional navies and vessels provides a capability, the
significance of which for regional confidence building
obviously far transcends the particular purposes of the
Directory itself.5s

Additionally, the members endorsed the continued
development of the WPNS Tactical Communications Manual, which is
an innovative way of getting around the problem of obtaining release
of similar publications used by some WPNS navies but controlled by
NATO. A simplified communications CPX will also be conducted,

Vice Admiral I.D.G. MacDougall, AC, RAN, 'Aushalia's Maritime Bridge into
Asia: The Naval View' in Sam Bateman and Dick Sherwood (eds), Australia's
Ivlaritime Briilge into Asia (Allen & Unwin, forthcoming).
Captain Russ Swinnerton, RAN and Desmond Ball, A Regbnal Reginc for Maritime
Surceilhnce, Safety and Information Exchanges, SDSC Working Paper No.278
(Shategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University, Canberra,
December 193), p.8.
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involving the scenario of a collision between an oil tanker and a

passenger liner on the high seas of the region.

The relative success of the WPNS and its associated

workshops highlights the need to pursue initiatives with pulpose but
also patiince, especially where the interests of the nations concerned

are not always in harmony. It shows that by looking for the common
purpose, by involving the professionals who have the capability to
opeiationalise the confidence. and-security-building measures being
pioposed, much can be achieved. It perhaps also proves Sam

ilateman's hypothesis that navies, by virtue of being attuned to the

internationai 
-environment, 

are rather better at dialogue than some

other arms of military service.6

A UN-sponsored study in 1985 noted that there were'many
ways in which the greater experience and capacities of the maritillE
powers that at present have worldwide and blue'water navies could

lssist coastal states'.67 The navy, with its enhanced participation in
exercising with all six ASEAN nations and in assisting the island states

of the Southwest Pacific with maritime surveillanc€, is assisting

regional navies to develop the expertise and confidence to deal with
maritime security issues in our region of mutual concern.

Another area of potential cooperation is in hydrographic and
oceanographic data collection and exchange. Good hydrographic data
is essential for maritime safety, and oceanographic data is vital in
dealing with environmental security problems. The RA\I has assisted

regional countries with these activities in the past, essentially in
providing hydrographic expertise to_island states of the South Pacific

delineating maritime boundaries.c Acquiring oceanographil
knowledge is particularly demanding, especially in ar€as like
Southeast Asia where the waters are relatively complex
oceanographically, and bilateral or even multilateral cooperation may
be the only cost-effective and timely solution.

C-ommodore Sam Bateman, RAN, Prospecls for Dialogu aad C-opltln &r,latcr,r,r

AsialPtcific Naaics, PRC Working Paper No.127 (Peace Researdr C-enhe, Aushdian
National University, Canberra, February 1993), p.9.
Ttu Nsrrll Arms Rice, Report to the Secietary C,eneral, Disaruramcnt Study Series

No.14 uN document A/40/535 (United Nahons, New York, 1985).

Hennri!,Hovx of Representative, Vol.l33, 8 November 1983, pp.2tA924tA.
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Reconciling the Diplomatic with the Warfighting Role
In attempting to explain the nexus between warfighting and

the other functions of navies, Ken Booth noted that'a clear distinction
between the exercise of naval power and naval influence will always
be muddled by the relative subtlety of the stage through which a
warship can be transformed from a platform for a dance band and
cavorting local dignitaries, to a haven of refuge for nationals in
distress, to a gun platform for shore bombardment'.@ It is in this
respect that some commentators have difficulty in reconciling the
diplomatic function with the warfighting capability of a naly. Yet,
while the essential quality of a navy must be its ability to engage and
fight an enemy, navies have for the greater part of their existence not
engaged in combat.70 What warfighting capabilities do, is to
demonstrate to others a commitment to defend one's interests; they
stand as a symbol of a nation's commitment to friends and allies. The
existence of such capabilities allows the government to use them as
instruments of influence, over the acts of others, as circumstances
dictate.

Paul Dibb was critical of the concept of influence, suggesting
that while it was 'useful as a foreign policy or broad national security
concept, its utility as a military concept was limited'.2 In an attempt
to develop a framework for force structure planning, he was setting
aside a concept which history suggests has played a valuable and
legitimate role in the security of Australia. The ability to play an active
role in peacetime security is a very useful by-product of a navy's
warfighting capability, a capability which, in its 'cmdest sense,
enhances any country's national status',z and thus ultimately its
ability to exert influence. For a maritime nation such as Australia, the
ability of naval force to exert influence in support of foreign policy is
thus a by-product of successful force planning, and not necessarily a
catalyst for that planning.

In maritime nations, naval force structure must be planned not
only for the ultimate military role, that of war fighting, but also in
consideration of the role of maritime power in helping to prevent
situations that may lead to war. One overseas scholar has noted three

Booth, Nazrizs anil Foeign Policy, p.27.
This has been the case for the RAN in all but 18 years of its &! years in existene.
Rmieus of Australia's Defencc Capbilities, p.27.
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areas in which force planners and policy makers can enhance a navy's
peacetime use in support of diplomacy. Firstly, by ensuring that there
are adequate numbers of platforms available to provide security
decision makers with flexibility and strategic mobility (more ships
offer enhanced area and situation coverage) and added to this, in the
Australian context, ensuring that they are fitted with adequate
capabilities such as boats or helicopters to meet the exigencies of the
country's unique environment. Secondly, by ensuring that sudt
platforms are fitted with appropriate capabilities to allow for self-
defence should the diplomatic situation deteriorate. Finally, by
ensuring that adequate resources are allocated for professional
standards to be maintained, thus ensuring credibility in the wider
arena.B

Perhaps, in the Australian context, should be added a need to
ensure that sufficient interaction occurs between the naval profession
and diplomats, to allow both to be better informed on the capabilitie
and limitations of respective assets. At present contact (at least in the
formative stages) between individual units and the Australian
diplomatic missions at the counhies they are visiting is generally
limited, often not timely (mainly due to conventions associated with
obtaining diplomatic clearance) and seldom on a face-to-facebasis. The
success or otherwise of the ship's visit in complementing diplomatic
efforts is usually dependent on the experience of the diplomats in situ,
and whether or not they have a naval officer on their staff.

Ken Booth has noted two very important points with respect
to naval diplomacy. Firstly, that'there is a requirement for warships to
have a general war capability, but also for them to have sufficient
flexibility to cope with the less serious but morc frequent needs of
naval diplomacy'. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, that
there is a requirement for naval officers to possess the appropriate
skills for the task at hand, skills he sees as cultivated in the technical
and command qualities of their development, and o!'the provision of
and orchestration of appropriate diplomatic support'.74
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Australh's RegionoJ Secuity, para,72.
Til, Mden See Pouer, p.177.
Booth, Neoias anil Foreign Policy, p3O.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

An effective navy should not only seek to project intemational
prestige: it should also seek to nurture its prestige in the soil in
which it has its roots.

Ken Boothl

National resources are finite and political leaders have a duty
to ensure they are not wasted and are ultimately applied to
contributing to the well-being of the nation. This is especially so for a
large but sparsely populated nation like Australia. Yet governments
also realise that they have a duty to ensure the security of the interests
of their nation, and thus have to allocate some of the national resources
to instruments that can best achieve that aim. In so doing they will
develop a strategy, a plan of action to use means to attain ends.

Australian strategy has evolved towards a multidimensional
security policy, whose ultimate aim is to allow Australia to exercise
'authority over our continent and off-shore territories, our territorial
sea and resource zones, and airspace, and [havel the ability to protect
our maritime and air approaches', seen as fundamental to the nation's
sovereignty and security.2 This is the 'ends' component of the strategy:
the process involves the ability to defend Australia with its own
resources (self-reliance, pursued within a framework of alliances), fte
development of a positive security environment, diplomatic
persuasion, and the creation of a myriad of economic, cultural and
social links.3 The physical assets and personnel of the ADF (and the
navy in particular) provide an important part of the'means'.

Strategic circumstances in the last three decades, while forcing
the Australian government to adopt a more self-reliant defence
posture, have allowed security strategists in Australia to focus again
on the benefits accruing to the nation from its unique geographical

1 Booth, NaobsoilForeignPoticy,p.T3.
: fhe Defmcc of Australia 7987 , para,l.S.5 Australia'sRzgbndSecurity,sectionlll.
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circumstances. Australia is an isolated island natiory and while its
location and lack of land borders confer natural defences against
conventional military threats, they also bring a need to be more
outward-looking and aware of strategic developments in its
neighbourhood. This has in recent times brought about a growing
awareness of the maritime surrounds and the increasing importance of
the exercise of sovereign$r over, and the need to protect, Australia's
maritime interests. This, coupled with a broader area of strategic
interest that is distinctly maritime in nature and where maritirrp issues
loom large on the agenda, is seeing Australia give a significant
maritime flavour to the strategy that is the core of its security pollcy.
Political leaders and policy makers have a growing aw:ueness of the
importance of maritime power.

The strategy still, however, requires a wider acceptance of the
notion that the exercise of maritime power involves a series of outputs,
and that the obiective outputs - the capabilities (naval hardware) - exist
to provide for the conduct of an interlocking continuum of naval
missions - the subjective outputs. More importantly, it requires the
acceptance of the notion that none of these missions can exist in
isolation, and an understanding that the naval hardware (embracing
everything from personnel through infrastructure to ships at sea)
offers tremendous utility as policy instruments to be used effectively
across the full security spectrum, from peace to declared hostilities.

Australia's maritime claims, which to date have been limited
to protecting fish stocks and other living marine organisms, willwith
the gazetting of an EEZ and Continental Shelf regime, gtve Australia a
significant degree of sovereignt5r over a maritime area which is one
and a half times the size of the country's land mass. The growing
importance of marine resources, both living and non-living, to national
economic well-being, coupled with a realisation that they are finite and
require careful management, poses unique problems in ib own right.
Add to this an expanding community awareness of the unique features
of Australia's maritime surrounds and of their environrnental
importance to national well-being, and it is evident that capabilities
whose task it is to protect Australia's maritime sovereignty are likely to
be called on to play a greater role in national security policy in the
future.
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In less than twenty-five years, Australia has significantly
increased its maritime security responsibilities. As events of that
period have shown, this complicates the national security problem and
requires a comprehensive maritime policing regime, if protection is to
be adequate. There is nothing to suggest that the significance of the
role of the navy in such a regime has changed during that time. This
should not surprise students of naval history: the prime purpose of
navies has never been simply to fight wars; their first priority must be
to protect the nation's maritime interest, wherever or whatever that
maybe.

Australia also has an articulated area of primary strategic
interest which is distinctly maritime in nature, and the same pressures
to extend and police the maritime estate impact on the nations of that
region. Some of these pressures are further complicated by the
creation of boundary disputes that may have never before efsted, or
by the emergence of territorial claims that have lain dormant for
centuries. These are complicated issues, that in terms of post-colonial
rule have to be handled by comparatively young nations with (in some
cases) even younger security institutions. Thus, while they may have
much more mature cultural traditions than Australia, some of these
countries still look to Australia's personnel and technological expertise
to help them bridge the gap in their post-colonial development.

Australia believes that a stable region is essential to its own
security and that it needs to be both engaged in and committed to the
region. If we are serious about being an integral part of our region,
then we must, if asked, be prepared to participate with other regional
countries in developing the mechanisms and confidence to deal with
security issues as they arise - issues such as the protection of sea lines
of communication, avoiding incidents at sea, maritime safety, and the
environmental security of the marine environment. Australia's
maritime capabilities will thus have a significant role to play in
Australia's engagement in partnership with Southeast Asia, in its
commitment to the Southwest Pacific and in building confidence
among the Indian Ocean littoral states.

Enabling Australia's military maritime assets to play their part
will require the ADF to work hard at reconciling the allocation of
resources for the immediate demands of national selfdefence (the
warfighting capabilities) and those allocated for activities undertaken
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for broader national purposes (the politico-military capabilities). As
this monograph has attempted to show, maritime assets are a
convenient and proven way of making this reconciliation The navy
can play its part in supporting the policies needed to probct national
interests by exercising the full trinity of traditional naval functions: not
only the military, but also the constabulary and diplomatic.

Policing Australia's maritime surrounds will require the
provision of adequate resources for the task and will thus require
those, responsible for arguing the navy's case for capabilities, to give it
gteater importance. It will perhaps require them to devote more
attention to the resources required for policing rrnnitoring and
gathering knowledge of the national marine estate than has been the
case in the past. ADF policy makers will require a broader awareness
of the multidimensional nature of security: that the peacetirre role of
the military should not be seen as iust preparing to defend against
some potential aggressor in a traditional sense, and that the
capabilities required for such a contingency can contribuE to
environmental securi$l and protection of the national well-being
across the full security spectrum.

If the examples of the last two decades provide a guide to ttre
future, then support of foreign policy could provide the navy with its
biggest challenge. In providing the flo<ible instruments for political
decision makers to use, the navy must accept a growing degree of
flexibility in the likely conduct of ib operations. Nothing suggests that
it will not be called upon to conduct any or all of the traditional naval
diplomacy activities in the years ahead. If anything, growing global
and regional interdependence are likely to make it even more
important that nations remain engaged and committed, even if that
simply means, for the navy,'being there'.

In assisting other instruments of national security policy to
create a stable strategic environment, the navy must continue to foster
a greater awareness among policy makers and diplornats of the
capabilities and limitations not iust of its platforms, but also of its
organisation and, more importantly, its people. Additionally, it should
devote increasing resources to confidence building and working to
foster regional resilience in parhrership with its near neighbours,

Britt Theorin, Now to Beat Swords into Ploughshare', Sydttcy bbrr.i,A Hcnld,13
Mayl9ff2,p.l3.
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perhaps even at the expense of time spent with traditional friends and
allies. For naval planners, this requires a refocusing of attention on the
credible roles that the navy has played, is playing and will be likely to
play as an instrument of influence. While distinguishing the influence.
building achievements of naval activities from the achievements of
other, especially diplomatic, initiatives will remain a difficult problem,
the unique features that naval assets have - by virtue of their
versatility, controllability, mobility, accessibility, endurance and,
ultimately, as symbols of national sovereignty - will ensure their pride
of place as instruments of politico-military policy.

Australia has embraced a defence policy that reiects the notion
of dispatching military forces to fight in areas remote from Australia.
The policy is centred on a notion of the defence of sovereign territory
and the maritime jurisdiction, complemented by a broader security
policy of maintaining a positive security and strategic environment in
Australia's own region. Australia must now ensure that national
resources are adequately distributed to those instruments that will
have primacy in conducting that poliry. The extension of Australia's
maritime sovereign territory and the absence of any credible threats to
the continental territorial integrity of the nation suggest that, once
again, national resources allocated to military force should flow in the
main to the provision of sufficient maritime assets to police, monitor,
and gain knowledge of our maritime surrounds, while assisting in
promoting stability in a predominantly maritime region of strategic
interest. Policy will require elements capable of surveillance of a large
area over protracted periods, providing a presence not iust in home
waters, but also further afield into an area of primary strategic interest,
to ensure the protection of Australia's vital assets and to ensure that it
can maintain a positive security and strategic environment.

Ultimately, however, to achieve this the naval profession will
need to heed the advice of both Ken Booth and Kim Beazley and focus
on its strategic concept which, as this paper has outlined, is much more
than just war fighting. The RAN is the pre-eminent organisation
within the Aushalian community specifically designed to exert
influence and control over Australia's maritime surrounds; to
influence developments in its largely maritime-orientated immediate
region; to demonstrate national will and resolve, reinforce diplomatic
and economic initiatives and, as required, exercise graduated control
of the nation's maritime sovereignty. This needs to be understood by
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the naval community, and clearly demonstrated and articulated to the
wider community. Only then will the navy be allocated adequate
national resourcrs to enable it fully to conduct its role in support of
national security policy.
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